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ABSTRACT

Author: Jeon, Hwijin. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: (Physical Environments of Boutique Hotels: A Scale for Evaluation).
Major Professor: SooCheong (Shawn) Jang

Boutique hotels refer to small hotels and independent. Boutique hotels have been growing
over the world because nowadays travelers expect unique experiences during their stay. Moreover,
the aesthetics of boutique hotels, including unique designs or décor, appealing themes, and
interesting entertainment have captured travelers’ eyes. Travelers prefer to stay at boutique hotels
rather than at homogeneous chain hotels due to special experience through the architectural designs,
unique theme, and entertainment during a stay. Since boutique hotels have been popular not only
for travelers but also scholars in academia, scholars also have conducted studies regarding
boutique hotels. Researchers found that “unique character,” “personalized touch/attention,”
“homely,” “quality,” “value added,” and “historic buildings” are the main reasons that travelers
find boutique hotels in the U.K. market.
However, past research tended to overlook the idea that boutique hotels cannot be
explained without the concept of environmental psychology. According to eminent environmental
psychologist, physical environments are significantly related to individuals’ behavior. In other
words, the physical environments are key stimuli to enhance individuals’ intentions and
subsequent behaviors through emotional status (e.g., pleasure and arousal). As a result, growing
attention has been paid to the physical environment effects on various fields in academia, including
marketing, psychology, and consumer behavior. Researchers have investigated the effects of
physical environments and found the crucial dimensions of the physical environments in various
service settings. Moreover, the importance of the physical environments has been also emphasized
in hospitality service settings. For example, physical environment studies, such as DINESERV,
DINESCAPE, TANSERV, and HOLSERV, were widely used in the hospitality service settings.
However, only a few studies developed the instruments based on a valid approach, and therefore
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many of the dimensions of the physical environments were not verified. Moreover, even though
there are some proven measures, it cannot be applied to evaluate boutique hotels’ environments
because characteristics of boutique hotels are dissimilar to other types of service settings. For
example, HOLSERV designed to evaluate hotel service settings, including employees, tangibles,
and reliability. However, the existing measurements cannot assess characteristics of boutique
hotels’ physical environments. In general, hotels do not have themes and entertainment. Moreover,
some upscale hotels are designed beautiful architecture, but the designs are resembled. However,
each boutique hotel has different designs, and therefore these hotels are unique. Therefore, this
study adopted a reliable and valid method and modified the procedure to develop an environment
scale of boutique hotels, using quantitative and qualitative analysis.
To develop the environment scale of boutique hotels, the following five steps were
explored: qualitative inquiry, generate initial pool items, content adequacy assessment,
questionnaire administration, and scale purification. At the qualitative inquiry stage, literature,
online reviews, and depth interviews with boutique hotel managers and guests were conducted. At
the second stage, an initial pool item generation, the following three subset procedures were
examined: define domain, generate items, and conduct a focus group session with experts. In the
content adequacy assessment, the study assessed content validity of the instrument, conducted
pretests, modified items, and determined the scale for items. Based on a quantitative analysis, an
eight-factor scale was defined the following: location, facility aesthetics, theme, entertainment
programs/facilities/events, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service. According
to the determined items, a questionnaire was designed and distributed to experienced business
travelers at boutique hotels. Furthermore, at the last stage, the study explored the unidimensionality,
reliability, and validity tests based on Mehrabian-Russell model.
The detailed procedure used to assess physical environments of boutique hotels are
specified in this study. The findings of the current study suggest that the eight factors are indicated
appropriate instruments to assess boutique hotels. Moreover, the boutique hotel environment scale
can be applied to evaluate boutique hotels to have a better understanding of consumers’ perspective.
Furthermore, the findings also provide theoretical and practical implications for designing
boutique hotels and marketing aspects in the study. Lastly, limitations and future research are
discussed.
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CHAPTER1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Research Background
When travelers anticipate special experiences during their stay, a new hotel segment,
boutique hotels, can satisfy their desires. Boutique hotels endeavor to fulfill travelers’ expectations
with unique characteristics and dissimilar physical surroundings superior to those of chain hotels
and other types of accommodations. The importance of physical environments at boutique hotels
is emphasized to appeal to travelers’. Numerous travelers are likely to seek boutique hotels for
hedonic fulfillment rather than merely for sleeping. Since hedonic consumption is strongly related
to emotions (Babin et al., 1994), the effects of the physical environments on travelers’ emotional
responses may be apparent if the service is consumed primarily for hedonic purposes rather than
utilitarian purposes at boutique hotels. Hedonic consumption refers to pursuing pleasure or
emotional fulfillment from the service experience; this is opposite of functional usefulness (Babin
et al., 1994). Since hedonic consumption is significantly related to affect, travelers who choose
boutique hotels may be more sensitive to the aesthetic quality and atmosphere of their surroundings.
Therefore, boutique hotels cannot be fully described without using the concept of environmental
psychology.
According to environmental psychologists, environments and human behavior are
significantly related, and physical environments are key stimuli. Therefore, many scholars have
investigated the effects of physical environment on individuals’ behavior. As a result, academic
scholars have increasingly focused on physical environments in recent years; this has occurred, in
the field of in psychology, marketing, and consumer behavior. Physical environment was
introduced by Kotler (1973) and has also been referred to as “Atmospherics” According to Kotler
(1973), consumers may respond to factors beyond tangible products or intangible services when
they make purchasing decisions. In other words, the facilities, atmosphere, and even employees in
the service setting can be integral elements behind their purchasing decisions. “Atmosphere” is
defined as the design of a shipping environment; it can induce emotions, and therefore alter
consumers’ purchasing intentions (Kotler, 1973). Specifically, atmospherics are strongly related
to sensory channels, including sight, sound, scent, and touch. Since the first study emphasized the
role of atmospherics in the service setting, the concept has been applied to much research. After
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Kotler (1973) introduced the distinctive importance of store environments, in relation to consumers’
shopping desires, environmental psychologists and marketers have acknowledged the pivotal role
of physical environments’ in understanding consumers’ responses (e.g., Baker, 1986; Bitner, 1992).
For example, past research found that physical environments influenced the degree of consumers’
emotions (Bitner, 1990; Mehrabian & Russell, 1974), satisfaction levels (e.g., Bitner, 1990),
perceptions of service quality (Wakefield & Blodgett, 1999), and subsequent behaviors (e.g., El
Sayed et al., 2003). Moreover, many past studies found that physical environments are integral for
understanding customers’ responses (e.g., Baker, 1986; Bitner, 1992). Specifically, many
researchers have focused on the significance of physical environments because physical
environments create images and affect consumers’ intentions and behaviors.
To expand knowledge about consumers’ perceptions, many scholars developed and
examined various physical environment scales in service settings. These include: Atmospherics,
SERVQUAL, SERVICECAPE, TANGSERV, HOLSERV, LODGSERV, Tangible service
factors, DINESERVE, and DINESCAPE. Particularly, some of the scales are applied hospitality
service settings, specifically at hotels and upscale restaurants. For instance, HOLSERV and
LODGSERV are employed to measure consumers’ perceptions of quality in hotel service settings,
and TANGSERV, DINESERVE and DINESCAPE are designed to evaluate consumers’
perspectives regarding physical environments in restaurant service settings. Therefore, the scales
have contributed to a better understanding of consumers and improved the quality of physical
environments in service settings. As a result, more consumers are satisfied with their service, this
motivates consumers’ subsequent behaviors, such as repurchasing and revisit intentions.
According to prior research, consumers believe boutique hotels offer a unique character,
personalized touch, and a home atmosphere (e.g., Mcintosh & Siggs, 2005; Aggett, 2007).
Moreover, consumers consider location, quality, uniqueness, and service quality when selecting
boutique hotels (Aggett, 2007). Past research demonstrates that boutique hotel studies explain
boutique hotels.
Attracting and retaining numerous consumers are crucial goals in the design of successful
boutique hotels for owners, managers, and marketers. Furthermore, academic research has
primarily focused on unveiling the pivotal elements of boutique hotels which are pivotal for quality
measurements that can impact consumers’ positive evaluations.
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1.2. Problem Statement
To understand boutique hotel and consumers’ perceptions, most past research applied
qualitative methods, such as interviewing boutique hotels managers or guests. Moreover, although
some previous researches investigated consumers’ perceptions through a quantitative analysis, this
research did not assess the quality of boutique hotels’ physical environments. Since many
researchers underestimated the importance of physical environment, the following issues arose.
First, boutique hotels cannot fully understand consumers’ needs and desires. Based on the
interviews with boutique hotel managers and guests in the current study, there was a divide
between the perceptions of managers and those of guests. Boutique hotels recognized their
facilities, but they did not understand what aspects of the physical environment influence their
guests’ responses. For example, most boutique hotels are well-designed, and therefore attract
consumers. However, boutique hotel managers did not comprehend whether guests appreciate
interior designs/décor or whether they consider interior and exterior designs and décor in boutique
hotels. In other words, these boutique hotels did not address the concept of physical environments.
Second, since these boutique hotels do not consider the importance of physical
environment, they are unaware of how physical environment impacts consumers’ responses,
satisfaction levels, and proclivity to return in the future. Therefore, it may be difficult to fulfill
consumers’ needs and desires. For instance, many scholars have found that physical environments
influence consumers’ responses through emotions (e.g., Mehrabiand & Russell, 1974). Physical
environments may thereby impact consumers’ subsequent behaviors, including their intentions to
return, through the emotions. It is crucial to uncover the key factors of physical environments that
affect consumers’ behavior and which emotions primarily alter behaviors.
Third, boutique hotels are hinder in assessing the major strengthens and weaknesses of
their competitors because they do not recognize the significance of physical environments. It is
essential to understand the strengthens and weaknesses of goods and services for success in any
types of businesses. However, it may be difficult to analyze strengthens and weaknesses, and it
may be demanding to conduct objective assessments without standard evaluations. Therefore, it
may be difficult to evaluate comparative advantages and disadvantages to achieve market
competitiveness.
Fourth, although the conceptual frameworks regarding physical environments are based on
marketing and environmental psychology (e.g., Bitner, 1992), only a few previous studies have
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investigated the validity and reliability of the instruments (Ryu & Jang, 2008). In other words,
some constructs have been applied without examining the scale development process.
Lastly, none of the physical environment scales can fully explain boutique hotels because
of their unique characteristics. For instance, each boutique hotel consists of heterogeneous
architectural designs, themes, and entertainment. Therefore, guests can engage socially with other
guests or employees through the hotel’s entertainment. However, existing physical environment
scales were designed to evaluate standardized hotel service settings, such as branded hotels. In
other words, the existing environment scales are applicable to service settings that are not boutique
hotel settings. Although the importance of physical environment in the hospitality service setting
has been addressed, no recent study has investigated how travelers perceive the physical
environment of boutique hotel; a measurement instrument to evaluate the physical environment
has not been develop. Therefore, it may be necessary to develop a reliable and valid scale to
measure the physical environments of boutique hotels to better understand consumers.
The present study explains the concept of scale and the valid procedure of scale
development. It is a crucial to understand the special characteristics of boutique hotels from the
perspectives of boutique hotels’ managers, owners, and guests’. The reliability and validity tests
were examined based on the interviews with managers and guests, literature regarding boutique
hotels and environment studies, and online reviews. Additionally, the study explored nomological
validity and predictive validity using revisit intentions of boutique hotels based on MehrabianRussell theory. Finally, the current study suggests theoretical and practical implications of the
developed scale, limitations, and directions for future research.

1.3. Objective of the Study
The purpose of the present study is to fulfill the research niche by developing a reliable
and valid a multiple-item scale of consumers’ perceptions of physical environments in boutique
hotels. Specific objectives of this study include the following:
1) To qualitatively explore the physical environments of boutique hotels
2) To develop and purify a scale measuring physical environment of boutique hotels
3) To validate the dimensions of the physical environment of boutique hotels
4) To suggest theoretical and practical implications of the results.
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1.4. Significance of the Study
This study has six important theoretical and industrial elements. First, this study is the first
study to explore physical environment scales of boutique hotels. There were previously many
instruments to evaluate physical environments in various service settings, but there was no scale
to assess boutique hotels.
Second, this study applies meaningful and realistic approach to physical environments. To
collect more accurate information regarding boutique hotels, the current study conducted in-depth
interviews with boutique hotel managers and guests using a qualitative method. Therefore, the
measurement captures experts’ and consumers’ perspectives.
Third, this study developed a measurement instrument based on in-depth interviews and
literature, and it purified the scale. Thus, the physical environment scale of boutique hotels
encompasses consumers’ and experts’ perspectives, past literature, and current reviews.
Fourth, the current study examined the reliability and validity of the dimensions of the
physical environments. Moreover, the study explored guests’ intentions to revisit and applied
Mehrabian-Russell theory to investigate the nomological validity and predictive validity.
Therefore, the study verified the reliability and validity of the boutique hotel’s environment scale.
Fifth, theoretically, this study uncovered the unique traits of boutique hotels and developed
measures of physical environments. Therefore, the scale instrument can stimulate much-needed
empirical research on physical environments and its effects on consumers’ behaviors or behavioral
intentions (e.g., approach or avoid responses). In other words, future research can apply the
environment scale to examine various aspects of consumers’ perspectives of boutique hotels’
physical environments.
Lastly, this study is practical because it provides a reliable and valid measurement to
evaluate boutique hotels. Therefore, boutique hotel owners and managers can better understand
how their guests perceive the quality of physical environments. They can then develop marketing
strategies based on the results to attract more travelers.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Background of Boutique Hotels
The hotel industry began with a small resort in ancient times; it was intended for
government-sanctioned travelers only. Over time, more ‘frequent travelers’ journeyed to Rome,
where downtown mansions and spa resorts emerged (e.g., Rutes et al., 2001). While the quality of
hotels advanced remarkably over several centuries, the basic concept and elements remained very
similar to ancient times (e.g., Rutes et al., 2001). Guests became more sophisticated regarding
hotel service, and prospective entrepreneurs anticipated demands for increasingly diverse
customized hotels and resorts (e.g., Rutes et al., 2001). As a result, the hotel industry expanded
with diversified hotel prototypes in the U.S. market.
Hotel operations can vary in size, cost, complexity, and function. Most hotel companies
have set industry standards for classifying types of hotels. Therefore, hotel classification has
expanded its basic categories to recognize new hotel types, including all-suites and extended-stays,
and the parameters of new and redefined categories, including super-luxury, luxury-deluxe, luxury,
upscale, mid-rate, limited-service, economy, and budget hotels (Rutes et al., 2001). Particularly,
the branded chain hotel market has been emerged with luxurious images and well-trained service.
Many of the hotels are owned by large companies, such as Marriott, Hilton, Starwood; hotels in
the same categories provide similar designs and services all over the world. For example, the
designs and services at large chain hotels, such as Hilton hotels, are similar from New York to
California; chain hotels in the U.S. and Japan are also similar. As a result, consumers have become
accustomed to the similar styles of branded hotels; this has motivated them to seek novelty hotels.
Furthermore, more travelers value accommodations for providing experiences rather than simply
offering sleeping places; therefore, they are more likely to seek unique or special accommodations.
In reaction to consumers’ needs and desires, entrepreneurs realized that unique and
provocative architecture and design may offer fertile marketing asset and allow deviation from
uniformity of conventional hotel design (Rutes et al., 2001). Therefore, boutique hotels have been
valued by both travelers and investors all over the world.
The term “boutique” was originated from “a small shop,” which sold fashionable and
luxury clothes or jewelries (Gold, 1978). The French word “boutique” means “shop,” and this
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terminology was first introduced in the 1950s (Gold, 1978). The characteristics of boutiques in
fashion include: small business scale, independence, and personalized customer service. Small
business scale and independence enable a store to be relatively flexible in reacting to trends and
implementing innovative policies (Gold, 1978). Furthermore, the relationships between consumers
and employees are much closer, and therefore stores can maintain loyal customers by offering
personalized services (Gold, 1978).
Likewise, “boutique Hotel” was derived from the fashion term “boutique” and it refers to
a small hotel that has approximately 100 to 200 rooms, is designed with fundamental architectures
and themes, offer individualized services, and enables customers to engage in social gatherings
through entertainment in the hotel. The first boutique hotel was founded by Ian Shrager and Steve
Rubell in New York in 1984 (Rutes, Penner & Adams, 2001). The boutique hotel was developed
for the drastic design transformation of Morgans, a small midtown building, to an independent
high-style hotel (Rutes, Penner & Adams, 2001). Boutique hotels then appeared in the 1980s in
large cities, such as London, Paris, New York, and San Francisco (Rutes, Penner & Adams, 2001).
In the late twentieth century, small hotels like fewer than 100 rooms implemented, key expressive
components such as style, glamour, chicness, hipness, and elegance (Rutes et al., 2001). Unlike
large chain hotels, each boutique hotel is designed with heterogeneous architecture, and therefore
consumers can enjoy unique atmospheres in different boutique hotels.
Judging from the popularity of the emerging market, boutique hotels have been not only
sought out by travelers; they have also received attention from many scholars. Since many travelers
prefer the experience of boutique hotels, researchers have sought to ascertain the reasons for this
preference. Based on past research, some major reasons consumers selected boutique hotels in
Nelson in the South Island of New Zealand were “uniqueness”, “personalized touch or attention,”
“hominess,” “quality,” “value added,” and “historic buildings” (Mcintosh & Siggs, 2005).
Moreover, Aggett (2007) also asserted that “location,” “quality,” “uniqueness,” “services
provided,” and “personalized service” were the five primary attributes of boutique hotels in the
U.K. However, past studies were limited to New Zealand and the U.K. and did not reveal the
diverse U.S. markets.
Boutique hotels in the U.S. combined characteristics of multiple hotel classifications, such as small
and large, luxury and affordable, urban and rural, and modern and traditional (Rutes et al., 2001).
In other words, the boutique segment has blossomed into multiple subsegments.
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2.1.1. Segments of Boutique Hotels
2.1.1.1. Independency
Boutique hotels are generally smaller, independent, and fashionable; they typically consist
of approximately 100 to 200 rooms. The entrepreneurs of boutique hotels allow consumers to
experience unique and provocative architectures and designs and enjoy their experience at the
hotels (Rutes et al., 2001). In addition, they expect guests to treat boutique hotels as more than
merely places to sleep (Rutes et al., 2001). Furthermore, many boutique hotels are independent
and therefore have a distinctive touch that express the traits of the boutique.
Because of boutique hotels’ popularity among travelers, large chain hotels have entered the
market with their boutique hotel brands. The first international boutique chain, Malmaison,
emphasized the significance of creating “sisters” rather than “twins” in terms of designing boutique
hotels (Rutes et al., 2001). For example, some boutique hotels are owned by large hotel brands,
such as W and Aloft by Starwood and Edition by Marriott. The large boutique hotels have
approximately 700 rooms (Rutes et al., 2001). Starwood hotels have opened “Aloft” hotels and
“W” brand hotels not only in the U.S., but also globally. W is a luxury hotel chain owned by
Marriott International, and it targets fashionable young travelers with luxury and trendy interior
designs. Aloft hotels are also notable for their modern architecture style and design; they therefore
appeal to stylish young travelers.
Although large branded hotel companies claim that the hotels are “boutique hotels,” their
scale and style do not exude the primary essence of boutiques. First, the branded hotel companies’
boutique hotels are not small hotels; they have over 500 rooms. Since the size of the boutique
hotels are similar among large branded hotels, it may be difficult to offer the personalized service
that authentic boutique hotels provide. Moreover, even though the branded hotel companies assert
that their boutique hotels are designed unique architecture, the same branded boutique hotels’
interior and exterior designs are indistinguishable. For instance, W hotels or Aloft hotels in the
U.S., Japan, and Korea are similar in appearance. W hotels around the world are designed with
similar architectural designs and almost identical colors, and Aloft hotels around the world are also
identical. Therefore, the branded large scale boutique hotels do not qualify as boutique hotels.
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2.1.1.2. Price
In terms of the price of boutique hotel, some travelers are likely to perceive boutique hotels
are expensive. One major reason may be their stylish and well-designed architecture.
However, the owners and designers at boutique hotels generally prioritize the creativeness and
originality of the architecture and overall environments using inexpensive materials relative to
upscale or luxury hotels. The prices range of boutique hotels in the U.S. vary depending on the
concept and location; they range from approximately $150 to less than $300 in urban areas. For
instance, some luxury boutique hotels charge room rate of over $1,000 per night. However, this is
limited to only some of the luxury boutique hotels. In contrast, many boutique hotels in the U.S.
charge a lower price than many five-star hotels or luxury hotels.

2.1.1.3. Target Market
Since boutique hotels have unique and remarkable architectural designs, many travelers
pay attention to them; particularly, younger and more stylish business travelers prefer to
experience boutique hotels. According to Rutes et al. (2001), boutique hotels’ individuality appeals
to many business travelers in their 30s or 40s. One primary reason is that travelers have experience
everything chain hotels have to offer (Rutes et al., 2001). Therefore, the young travelers desire an
experience that is new and innovative. Moreover, stylish travelers also prefer to be surrounded by
stimulating and astonishing environments in general (Rutes et al., 2001). Therefore, their demands
are satisfied by the characteristics of boutique hotels.

2.1.1.4. Boutique Hotel Style
One distinctive trait of boutique hotels is that each boutique hotel has unique architectural
designs, and the designs emphasize boutique hotels’ diverse aesthetic styles. Some boutique hotels
implement diverse styles; for instance, they may create classic exterior and a contemporary interior.
This also applies in the design of each space, where light and dark create dramatic effects. They
thereby enhance the contrast between classical designs and modern styles. In addition, combine
materials, textures, colors, and lighting to create a personal, sophisticated ambiences conducive
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relaxation. With regards to building design, some boutique hotels have large vestibule areas and
wide windows; this enables natural light to flood the interior designs.
Moreover, each boutique hotel has unique themes and entertainment, and these reflect its
architectural design. Specifically, there are many types of stylish-boutique hotels in the U.S.,
including historic/art-gallery, chic/modern, sports/games, eco-friendly/green, library, and music
themed boutique hotels. The themes of boutique hotels tend to determine their overall atmosphere.
For instance, the historic/art-gallery boutique hotels have tremendous historic backgrounds, and
the architectural interior or exterior designs/décor correspond harmoniously. Moreover, early 20th
century paintings or sculptures lined the floors, and they have elegant atmospheres. Thus, the
boutique hotel guests feel as though they are immersed in the era during their stay. Chic/modern
style boutique hotels are stylish and create urban atmospheres. The interior designs/décor and
lightings often likely to produce an edgy ambience. Therefore, travelers who are attuned to trends
or fashions may be interested in this type of boutique hotel. Sports/games themed hotels are
designed for travelers who love sports or games. The distinctive traits of the boutique hotels
include offering spacious places for sports or games such as a basketball or board games. Therefore,
travelers who enjoy sports or games are likely to seek these hotels. There are also boutique hotels
designed for travelers who are eco-friendly/green, and these hotels have green buildings,
sustainable facilities, and LEED certifications. One popular theme in the U.S. is the library theme.
The library themed boutique hotels are sought by book lovers. These boutique hotels’ designs and
architecture create a library atmosphere and display various books in rooms or lounge areas.
Furthermore, there are boutique hotels for people who are interested in music. Music themed
boutique hotels have interior designs or décor related to music or famous musicians. Some of these
boutique hotels have music players in guest rooms and in lounge areas. Many more types of
boutique hotels have been generated in the U.S., and therefore travelers can find boutique hotels
that align with their interests.
Moreover, boutique hotels provide more personalized services to their guests. The
significant difference between boutique hotels and other types of hotels is their size. Since boutique
hotels are smaller than many large chain hotels, employees at boutique hotels can readily
accommodate each customer as if they are family; they can accommodate individuals’ needs and
wants. This employee service enhances the appeal of boutique hotels.
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Likewise, boutique hotels foster special atmosphere through their architecture, facilities,
and services. In other words, environments of boutique hotels may be crucial to attract consumers.

2.1.2. Boutique Hotel Environments
As this study discusses, the architecture, designs, themes, entertainment, sizes, and service
styles of boutique hotels are distinct from branded hotels or other types of accommodations.
Consumers enjoy the artistic designs of boutique hotels and engage in social gatherings through
the entertainment in hotels. Moreover, the small size of boutique hotels enables employees to be
more sensitive to guests’ needs and desires. Therefore, consumers are likely to view boutique
hotels as an experience rather than merely a place to sleep Similarly, the environments of boutique
hotels distinguish them from traditional hotels. In other words, the environments of boutique hotels
may be the pivotal component for attracting consumers.

2.2. Theoretical Foundation
To understand the effects of boutique hotels’ environments, it is essential to explore the
influence of environment and the relationship between environments and human behavior.
Environment is considered a significantly important aspect of a human’s life (e.g., Craik, 1973).
Therefore, the influence of environments on human behavior has long been acknowledged by
landscapers, architects, and interior designers (Robert & John, 1982). Throughout history, much
scientific research has investigated the interplay between environmental settings and human
behaviors (Craik, 1973). According to past research, behavior is exclusively caused by
environments (e.g., Mischel, 1977; Craik, 1973). Environments directly and indirectly influence
human behaviors. First, a person is in an environment and engages in certain behaviors. In this
case, the environment appears to exert a powerful and direct causal influence upon behavior (Craik,
1973). Second, the connection between environment and behavior can be explained by the placespecificity of behavior. In this case, an individual makes plans to do something and travels
somewhere else. Therefore, the person arrives at his or her destination and executes the plan (Craik,
1973).
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Many scholars have focused on how individuals are affected by environments from a
psychological perspective. Hawthorne (1924) was the first scholar who examined “environments”
from a psychological perspective (Bramel & Friend, 1981), and his research illustrated that
environments influence individuals’ perceptions and beliefs of the place. For example, Hawthorne
found that the quality of the environment can enhance the productivity of employees. Moreover,
Maslow (1943) argued that beautiful environments can enhance individuals’ happiness and
pleasure, while unattractive environments can elicit negative feelings. Furthermore, many
psychologists (e.g., Gibson, 1979; Warren, 1978) have also asserted that environments affect
human behavior through perception, cognition, and attitude. An “environmental cognitive set” is
a plan to recognize certain attributes of a place rather than others or to process environmental
information in a certain way (Leff & Gorden, 1979). Therefore, an individual’s behavior can be
predicted based on their perception of the environment rather than the objective reality of the
environment (Boulding, 1956). The specific relationship between environments and human
behavior has been explained by environmental psychologists.

2.2.1. Environmental Psychology
Environmental psychology is a branch of psychology. Environmental psychology refers to
“an area of psychology that brings into conjunction and analyzes the transactions and
interrelationships of human experiences and actions with pertinent aspects of the socio-physical
surroundings” (Canter & Craik, 1981, p2). In other words, environmental psychology is a branch
of psychology which offers a systematic account of the link between individuals and environments
(Russell & Ward, 1982). During recent decades, the importance of the surrounding environment
has been emphasized, and many psychologists, architects, and planners have become distinctively
engaged in studying its effects on individuals’ behaviors (Russell & Ward, 1982). Many studies
discovered that one crucial reason is that, in modern times, more people are exposed to artificial
or man-made environments (Kotler, 1973). After the concept of physical environment or
atmosphere was introduced (Kotler, 1973), the significance of physical environment became a
focus with academia. As a result, the idea of the physical environment influenced leading scholars,
Mehrabian and Russell (1974), and therefore the impact of physical environment was explored.
According to Mehrabian and Russell (1974), the physical environment (i.e., stimuli) influence
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individuals’ behaviors (i.e., approach or avoidance responses) through emotions. Furthermore, this
conceptual model and theory have also been applied in various service settings to meet consumers’
demands. Likewise, environmental psychology has become essential to understanding human
behavior in various academic fields.

2.2.1.1. History of Environmental Psychology Studies
Environmental psychology was a focus with academia in the 1860s; Fechner examined the
relationship between psychological sensation and physical stimulus (Canter & Craik, 1981). Since
Fechner introduced the analysis of stimulus and response (i.e., environment and an individual’s
behavior) and discovered fundamental results in his research, this concept also influenced
psychology (Canter & Craik, 1981).
The pre-history of environmental psychology had emerged in the late 1940s and early
1950s. Geographers in North America, and sociologists and psychologists in Britain investigated
conceptions and evaluations of the peoples’ physical surroundings in relation to politics (Canter &
Craik, 1981). Since then, many social scientists have attempted to reveal the significance of
physical surroundings (Canter & Craik, 1981). Earlier in history, physical environment was
analyzed in terms of peoples’ responsiveness to post-war architectural designs and planners for
political reasons (Canter & Craik, 1981). However, more people had become interested in physical
environment and considered it significant in daily life, and therefore the professional planners and
architects recognized that it is necessary to fully understand current residents and future residents
(Langdon, 1966). Moreover, the design of internal environments was more pivotal due to the
development of new and high technology (Canter & Craik, 1981). For instance, even lighting had
to be reappraised because of its importance for visual performance and for its subjective effects
(e.g., Epaneshikov & Sidorova, 1965). Furthermore, individuals were no longer satisfied with the
comforts provided by well-functioning air-conditioners, heaters, or ventilators; they expected more
(Canter & Craik, 1981). In other words, people were more concerned with physical environment’s
subjective performance its objective functions. The second period of rapid growth in
environmental psychology was in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Psychologists began to focus on
a wide range of environmental issues, such as pollution (Lindvall, 1970), urban noise (Griffiths &
Langdon, 1968), monitoring environmental quality (Craik & Zube, 1976), and even sustainability
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in stores. Furthermore, the continuing interest in the concept of environmental psychology
continued, and this impacted social psychology and cognitive psychology. As a result, people
attempted to understand store environments and consumers’ behaviors.

2.2.1.2. Directions of Environmental Psychology Research
More psychologists have focused on behavioral research related to environments, and
therefore environmental psychology has become more important in academia. Specifically,
environmental psychologists have conducted the following research. First, they investigated the
link between environment and behavior research, including human crowding. Second, they studied
the effects of the environment and individuals’ behaviors on cognitive development, such as
personality and interpersonal processes. Third, they explored the importance of psychological or
perceived control in environmental psychology regarding individuals’ well-being. Lastly, they
researched the concept of environment and behavior congruence, and designed physical
environments to satisfy people (Stokols, 1978).
Regarding the relationship between environment and human behavior, environmental
psychologists insist that people are likely to achieve “optimal environments” or maximize the
fulfillment of their needs or desires through physical environments (Stokols, 1978). Therefore, the
environment and human transactions were explained by phases of transaction (i.e., active or
reactive) and forms of transaction (i.e., cognitive and behavior) (Stokols, 1978).
First, “interpretive” refers to cognitive representation of the physical environment and it
relates to active responses (Stokols, 1978). Specifically, researchers focused on perceptive,
cognitive, and affective processes regarding spatial environments.
Second, “operative” refers to experimental analysis of ecologically relevant behavior. In
other words, individuals’ movements have either direct or indirect effects on the environment. In
the operative mode, there is a distinction between physical density and an individual’s experience
of crowding. Based on the research, high density independently impairs the quality of situations
by promoting behavioral constraints, overloading stimulation, reducing privacy, and overmanning
(Stokols, 1978).
Third, “evaluative” is defined as environmental attitudes or assessments which are
individuals’ evaluations of the situation and environments against predefined standards of quality
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(Stokols, 1978). Therefore, the degree of consistency in individuals’ attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors has been investigated by many eminent scholars. Two examples are Rosenberg’s (1956)
affective and cognitive consistency theory and Fishbein’s (1967) behavioral intention model.
Fourth, “responsive” refers to the effects of the physical environment, and therefore this
influences people’s behaviors. Specifically, built environments (e.g., housing design) were
considered in responsive mode. In the research on the built environment, the impact of interior
design has been distinctively important, and many researchers have studied the effects of interior
design and an individual’s reactions and behaviors.
According to past research, individuals tend to evaluate their surroundings and
environments; one of the key components is called “physical environment.” To unveil physical
environments and the effects of physical environments, many environmental psychologists have
focused their research on physical environments.

2.2.1.3. Physical Environment studies
The idea of physical environment was applied even in ancient times (Kotler, 1973).
Architects in ancient Greece created fundamental temples and dedicated the architecture to their
gods (Kotler, 1973). Moreover, architects built magnificent places to support royal myths in the
Renaissance era. In the twentieth century, people focused on designing well-landscaped factories
because the aesthetics impacted investors’ decisions and thus improved employees’ productivity
(Kotler, 1973). The concept of physical environment was essentially used throughout history even
before scholars conducted research.
Physical environment has been explored by many environmental psychologists, and the
effects of physical environments on individuals’ behaviors have been accented. Kotler (1973) was
the first scholar who introduced the concept of physical environment, and he proposed that impacts
of unique environments impact individuals’ behaviors. According to Kotler (1973), physical
environment is also called “atmosphere” and refers to “the air surrounding a sphere.” It assesses
the quality of the surroundings, such as a good atmosphere, busy atmosphere, or depressing
atmosphere (Kotler, 1973). Interestingly, the research included sensory components, including
visual, aural, olfactory, and tactile, as elements of atmospherics.
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Moreover, past study discovered that physical environment affects human behavior (Craik,
1973). After the research was conducted, physical environments were studied in various fields in
academia (Baker, 1986; Bitner, 1992). For instance, the concept of physical environment was
applied to marketing and consumer behavior research to understand consumers’ behavior and to
satisfy their needs and desires; this emphasizes the significance of the physical environment.
Furthermore, many marketers and scholars in various fields extended the investigation of physical
environments to service settings. As a result, the eminent scholars, Mehrabian and Russell (1974),
proposed a conceptual model with Mehrabian-Russell theory to explain how environmental stimuli
impact human behavior through emotions.
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2.2.1.4. Mehrabian and Russell Model

(S)
The Environment
Stimuli

→

(O)
Emotional Status
Pleasure
Arousal
Dominance

(R)

→

Behavioral Responses
Approach or
Avoidance

Figure 1. The Mehrabian-Russell Model
The environmental psychologists, Mehrabian and Russell (1974), presented a valuable
theoretical model for understanding the influence of physical environments. In their research,
Mehrabian and Russell (1974) illustrated that the effects of physical environments were heavily
related to individuals’ emotions, and that emotions influence individuals’ behavioral intentions
and subsequent behaviors, such as intentions to revisit. Mehrabian and Russell’s (M-R model)
(1974) model is divided into three sections: environmental stimuli, emotions, and behavioral
approach or avoidance responses. The M-R model indicates that emotions (i.e., intrinsic reactions)
are created by stimuli in certain environments, and that approach or avoidance responses are
affected by the degree of the emotions (e.g., pleasure, arousal, and dominance) (Mehrabian &
Russell, 1974). Pleasure is the level of individuals’ feelings of happiness, pleasure, entertainment,
or delight in certain situations. Arousal refers to the extent of people’s feelings, including
cheerfulness, excitement, activeness, or stimulation. Dominance is the degree of individuals’
feeling, including influential or in control. However, Russell and Pratt (1980) found that the
dimensions of pleasure and arousal more adequately represented individuals’ emotional status or
affective responses to a wide-range of environments. Therefore, they recommended a modification
of the Mehrabian and Russell theory (1974) which eliminated the dimension of dominance. As a
result, many studies have only included pleasure and arousal and excluded dominance since it does
significantly affect approach or avoidance responses (Russell & Pratt, 1980; Ward & Russell,
1981).
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2.2.1.5. Physical Environment Studies
The Mehrabian and Russell model (M-R model) has been widely applied to psychology,
marketing, and consumer behavior research to evaluate physical environments and to understand
consumers. Therefore, much past research has concentrated on measuring physical environments.
For instance, Robert and John (1982) conducted research on store atmosphere in retail settings
using the M-R model. The study found that the physical environment of stores significantly
influenced consumers’ shopping behaviors (e.g., appreciation of the environment, enjoyment
while shopping in the store, avoiding returning, spending more money than anticipated, etc.)
through emotions (e.g., pleasure and arousal). In addition, in Bitner’s (1992) study, physical
surroundings positively impacted the relationship between employees and customers. The welldesigned environment significantly influenced consumers’ perceptions of the store image, and
therefore it increased customers’ intentions to shop more or visit again (Baker, Grewal &
Parasuraman, 1994).
However, many of the physical environment studies demonstrated an issue regarding the
validity and reliability of measures. In other words, only a few physical environment studies
statistically measured environments. Jacoby (1978) also noted that many measurements are
provided with uncritical manners and are still accepted. Many physical environment studies were
conducted because it was claimed without proof satisfying standard measurement criteria,
including validity, reliability, and sensitivity (Jacoby, 1978). Therefore, it is essential to use a scale
to evaluate physical environments to mitigate the issues involved in physical environment
measures.
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2.3. Scale
2.3.1. Development of Scales
Scale development has continuously grown in psychology, marketing, and consumer
behavior study. Since many of the measurements of physical environments were inaccurate,
marketers struggled to evaluate constructs or understand consumers (Churchill, 1979). Jacoby
(1978) attributed this to the poor quality of marketing measurements, but marketers still utilize
these instruments to evaluate constructs of interest. Specifically, he noted the deficient quality of
validity and reliability in the existing scales. Moreover, many eminent scholars accused social
scientists for relying on inaccurate measurements and asserted their findings. Jacoby (1978) also
argued that even if a finding is significant or a statistical technique is applied, invalid data
collection at the outset can generate inaccurate results. Therefore, it is crucial to develop better
measures, such as a scale.
A scale is an essential measurement to achieve a better understanding of the constructs of
physical environments through a scientific method. According to Cronbach and Meehl (1955), it
is pivotal to investigate the construct validity of a measurement based on three steps: understanding
a set of theoretical concepts and the interrelations; establishing how to measure hypothetical
constructs based on the theory; and conducting empirical tests of the relations among constructs
and the observable demonstrations. In response to this, Churchill (1979) proposed a procedure for
developing reliable and valid measurements for scale development. Therefore, many researchers
and marketers have used this desirable approach as a guideline to develop and assess
measurements.

2.3.2. Purpose of Scale Development
The primary goal of scale development is to create a valid instrument of an underlying
construct (e.g., Churchill, 1979). Development of scales contributes to have better measurements
of variables in the markets. Hence, many past studies have been developed scales to better
understand physical environments and behaviors in various academic fields, including psychology,
marketing, and consumer behavior. The well-designed measures from the outset can provide
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accurate results. Therefore, many scholars had adopted a reliable and valid procedure of
development of scales.

2.3.3. Procedure of Scale Development
The reliable and valid process of scale evaluations have widely applied to social science
research. According to prior study, the process of measurement needs to involve the rules for
assigning numbers to objects to represent quantities of attribute (Numnally, 1967). According to
Churchill (1979), a measure is valid when the differences in observed scores reveal the true
differences on the measurement. Moreover, the reliability of the instrument is decided depending
on the significance of the variation in scores is attributable to random errors (Churchill, 1979).
Some of the terms can be used interchangeably and modified depending on types of research.
Based on the proposed procedure, various fields developed measurements to evaluate
consumers’ behaviors. Baker (1986) proposed the dimensions of Atmospherics, and therefore
many studies have adopted the scale to measure physical environments in service settings.
Moreover, Arnold and Reynolds (2003) suggested a scale for assessing consumers’ shopping
motivations in hedonism. Therefore, many researchers adopted the scale procedure to understand
consumers’ shopping motivations. In the hospitality industry, Rye and Jang (2008) proposed a
measurement to evaluate upscale restaurants. The valid measurement followed Churchill’s (1979)
scale development procedure and contributed follow-up studies. Figure 2. explains widely used
the valid procedure of scale development.
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Step 1. Specify domain of construct


Search literature reviews

↓






Step 2. Generate sample of items
Search literature reviews
Experience survey
Insight stimulating examples
Critical incidents
Conduct focus groups
(experienced consumers and experts)

↓
Step 3. Collect data

↓



Step 4. Purify measure
Examine coefficient alpha
Conduct factor analysis

↓
Step 5. Collect data

↓
Step 6. Assess reliability



Examine coefficient alpha
Split-half reliability

↓
Step 7. Assess validity



Investigate multitrait-multimethod matrix
Criterion validity

↓
Step 8. Develop norms



Examine average and other statistics
Summarize distribution of scores

Figure 2. Procedure for developing measures (Churchill, 1979)
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2.3.3.1. Specify Domain of the Construct
In the first step, it is crucial to specify the domain of the construct (Churchill, 1979). If a
study is related to satisfaction, it is necessary to measure both expectations at the time of purchase
and reactions at some time after purchase (Churchill, 1979). In other words, researchers should
specify the conceptual meanings, including what is included and excluded in the domain (Churchill,
1979). Moreover, researchers may need to review literature to define constructs. If the study need
to modify a developed scale, including proposing additional new measures, researchers need to
explain the rational reason.

2.3.3.2 Generate Sample of Items
The second step is to generate that can hold the specific domain (Churchill, 1979).
According to prior study, researchers need to define variables and how many dimensions or
components will be studied. Moreover, focus groups can be used to generate items, such as
experienced consumers and experts in the field. Lastly, the item pool may be edited to refine the
items (Churchill, 1979).

2.3.3.3 Purify the Measure
To purify the measures, it is crucial to estimate the score of all items (Nunnally, 1967).
Therefore, the concept of correlation matrix can be used in this stage. Specifically, if all the items
in measurements are from the domain of a single construct, the response to the items should be
highly intercorrelated (Churchill, 1979). On the contrast, if low interitem correlations indicate
some items are not from the appropriate domain, it means the items are unreliable (Churchill,
1979).
To measure the internal consistency of a set of items, coefficient need to be examined. If
the value of coefficient is low, it indicates the sample of items poorly captured the construct. If the
item pool is significantly large, it also means the items do not share equally in the common core
(Churchill, 1979). Therefore, the items should be deleted. Factor analysis is examined to identify
whether the number of dimensions conceptualized can be verified empirically or not (Churchill,
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1979). An additional test can be investigated depending on the results of factor analysis, including
the sample of subjects is biased or the coefficient is too low. In the case, researchers should start
with a rethinking of the basic relationship which motivated the investigation in the first place
(Churchill, 1979).

2.3.3.4. Assess Reliability with Data
The main source of errors may occur during the sampling of items (Churchill, 1979).
Therefore, it is pivotal to conduct face validity or content validity to reduce the errors. Simply, the
validity test can be examined with experts in the field, and therefore researchers can minimize the
number of ambiguous questions. Even though assessing the validity is important, past research
ignored the importance of the face validity. Furthermore, sources of errors were appeared because
of the lack of content validity. Therefore, it is important to reduce the accuracy of the measurement.

2.3.3.5. Assess Construct Validity
Construct validity is directly related to the question of what the measurement is in fact
measuring, including score on measurements, and therefore, two important things should be
determined (Churchill, 1979). First, researchers should consider the extent to which the measure
correlates with other measures designed to measure the same thing. Second, researchers also need
to identify whether the measure behaves as expected (Churchill, 1979). To investigate convergent
validity, researchers should check the extent of which it correlates highly with other methods
designed to rate the same construct. Moreover, discriminant validity also need to be examined.
Discriminant validity is investigated by predictively low correlations between the measure of
interest and other measure of interest and other measures which are supposedly not measuring the
same variable or concept (Heeler & Ray, 1972).

2.3.3.6. Developing Norms
In this step, researchers assess mean and standard deviation and using the instrument, and
therefore each participant’s score can be compared (Churchill, 1979). According to prior study,
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norm quality refers to not only a function of the number of the sample of which the average is
based but also their representativeness (Churchill, 1979). Thus, it is also essential to use large
number of cases to indicate the stability of the instrument (Churchill, 1979). As a result, many past
researches followed Churchill’s (1979) approach and modified some of the procedures depending
on the academic field.

2.3.4. Past Studies related to Development of Scales
The development of scales has studied in various academia, including marketing, retailing,
and consumer behavior, based on the procedure proposed by Churchill (1979). The procedure of
development of scales has applied to an individual’s personality, brand personality, and consumers’
motivations of purchasing decisions. For example, store atmospherics were conducted to evaluate
atmospheres in stores. In a similar vein, the scale of hedonic shopping motivations was conducted
to meet the growth of the importance of entertainment.

2.3.4.1. Scale Development of Atmospherics
Baker (1986), Baker, Grewal and Parasuraman (1994), Berman and Evans (1995), and
Turley and Milliman (2000) developed the dimensions of Atmospherics. The main concepts of the
scales are the same but only some of the dimensions of each Atmospherics are a little dissimilar.
According to Baker (1986), the research contributed to identifying fundamental components which
influence tangible portions of the dimensions of service quality. Therefore, this research includes
ambient factors, design factors (i.e., aesthetics and functional aspects), and social factors. In the
study, ambience is defined as background factors, along with lighting, scent, temperature, and
ventilations. A design factor refers to the environment factor which is visual and more tangible in
nature, including color, texture, and furnishings. The design factors include aesthetics sides (e.g.,
décor and beauty) and functional sides (e.g., ease of use) which impact on high quality service.
Lastly the social factors are the organization’s point of view, considering individuals in the
environment, such as consumers and employees and the interaction between them. Especially, in
the Atmospherics study, social factors are considered important components which facilitate high
quality service. The difference between Berman and Evans (1995) and Turley and Milliman (2000)
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study is only the second study includes human variables, and other variables are the same. The
study investigated the atmospheric effects on shopping behavior, and thus provided theoretical and
practical implications to retail managers. In the study, external variable is specified, including
storefront, marquee, entrance, display windows, building architecture, the surrounding areas, and
parking. In the general interior variables, the research defines flooring/carpeting, lighting, scents
and sounds, temperature, cleanliness, wall textures, and color usage. To examine layout and design
variables, this study refers to allocation of floor space, allocations within departments, fixtures,
grouping of goods, traffic flow, and department locations. To examine the point-of-purchase and
decoration, the research captures posters, signs, cards, wall decorations, and teletext messages.
Lastly, the human variables were included in the study, and the items are categorized the following:
customer crowding/density, privacy, characteristics of consumers, employee characteristics, and
employees’ uniforms. The dimensions are illustrated in Table 1., Table 2., Table 3., and Table 4.
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Table 1. Dimensions of Atmospherics
Constructs
Items

Baker (1986)

Ambient factors

Design factors

Social factors

Lighting
Aroma
Temperature
Color
Furnishings
Spatial layout
Aesthetics (e.g., beauty, décor)
Functional aspects (e.g., ease of
use)
Organization's concern to
employees and customers
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Baker, Grewal &
Parasuraman
(1994)

Table 2. Dimensions of Atmospherics
Constructs
Items
Ambient factors

Design factors

Music (e.g., classical)
Lighting (e.g., soft/dim, bright/harsh)
Smell (e.g., incandescent, fluorescent, etc.)
Floor covering (e.g., pile carpeting,
linoleum/cement)
Wall covering (e.g., textured/flocked, paint)
Displays/fixtures (e.g., disguised/decorated, bins,
exposed)
Color (e.g., gold, silver, black, up-to-date, dated,
classifier, declassifier, neutral/monochromatic,
vivid)
Cleanliness (e.g., clean, dirty)
Ceilings (e.g., sheetrock and decorative, painted)
Dressing rooms (e.g., private, semi-private or none,
rare, small)
Aisles (e.g., wide, narrow)
Layout (e.g., free-form, grid)
Signs (e.g., discreet, apparent)

Social factors

Salespeople (e.g., nicely dressed, sloppily dressed,
cooperative, uncooperative)
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Table 3. Dimensions of Atmospherics
Constructs
Items
Exterior

General interior

Store layout

Interior displays

Store front
Marquee
Entrances
Display window
Building architecture
Parking
Surrounding area
Flooring/carpeting
Lighting
Scent
Sounds
Temperature
Cleanliness
Fixtures
Wall coverings
Cash register placement
Floor space allocation
Product groupings
Traffic flow
Department locations
Allocations within departments
Product displays
Racks and cases
Posters
Signs
Cards
Wall decorations
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Table 4. Dimensions of Atmospherics
Constructs
Items
Exterior

General interior

Store layout

Interior displays

Human variables

Store front
Marquee
Entrances
Display window
Building architecture
Parking
Surrounding area
Flooring/carpeting
Lighting
Scent
Sounds
Temperature
Cleanliness
Fixtures
Wall coverings
Cash register placement
Floor space allocation
Product groupings
Traffic flow
Department locations
Allocations within departments
Product displays
Racks and cases
Posters
Signs
Cards
Wall decorations
Crowding
Customer characteristics
Employee characteristics
Employee uniforms
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2.3.4.2. Scale Development of Hedonic Shopping Motivations
The research conducted to explore consumers’ hedonic aspects of shopping motivations.
The study adopted Churchill’s (1979) the process of development of scales, and therefore it
considered a valid measure to evaluate consumers’ hedonic shopping motivations. According to
the results, consumers’ motivations divide into the following six categories: Adventure shopping,
gratification shopping, role shopping, value shopping, social shopping, and idea shopping.
Furthermore, the findings have contributed to constructing marketing communication strategies
and designing appealing store environments. The detail constructs and items are presented in Table
5.
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Table 5. Dimensions of Hedonic Shopping Motivations
Constructs
Items
Adventure
To me, shopping is an adventure
shopping
I find shopping stimulating
Shopping makes me feel like I am in my own
universe
Gratification
When I'm a down mood. I go shopping to make me
shopping
feel better
To me, shopping is a way to relive stress
I go shopping when I want to treat myself to
something special
I like shopping for others because when they feel
Role shopping
good I feel good
I enjoy shopping for my friends and family
I enjoy shopping around to find the perfect gift for
someone
For the most part, I go shopping when there are
Value shopping
sales
I enjoy looking for discounts when I shop
I enjoy hunting for bargains when I shop
Social shopping
I go shopping with my friends or family to socialize
I enjoy socializing with other when I shop
Shopping with others is a bonding experience
Idea shopping
I go shopping to keep up with the trends
I go shopping to keep up with the new fashions
I go shopping to see what new products are
available
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2.3.5. Development of Scales for Hospitality Service Settings
Development of scales has been also considered in the hospitality service settings,
including in restaurants and lodging industry. The importance of physical environments in creating
and in affecting customer behavior is strongly related to the service settings in the hospitality
industry (e.g., Hui et al., 1997). According to Ryu and Jang (2008), physical environments are key
elements at upscale restaurants. Therefore, the research found that physical environments,
including facility aesthetics, ambience, etc. elicited customers’ positive emotions and the
emotional status enhanced their revisit intentions. In the hotel service settings, overall atmospheres
and aesthetics aspects of the physical environments impacted on customers’ evaluations of the
hotels. Table 6. presents the summary of widely used physical environment scales with authors,
terminology used, and dimensions of the scales.
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Table 6. Dimensions of the physical environments of hospitality service settings
Authors
Terminology used
Dimensions of the Scale
Parasuraman,
Tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,
Zeithaml & Berry
SERVQUAL
assurance, and empathy
(1988)
Reliability, assurance, responsiveness,
Knutson et al. (1990) LODGSERV
tangibles, and empathy

Bitner (1992)

SERVICECAPE

Stevens, Knutson &
Patton (1995)

DINESERV

Ambient conditions, spatial layout and
functionality, and signs/symbols and
artifacts
Reliability, responsiveness, empathy,
assurance, and tangibles

Wakefield & Blodgett
SERVICESCAPE
(1996)

Facility aesthetics, facility cleanliness,
layout accessibility, seating comfort, and
electronic equipment/displays

Wakefield & Blodgett Tangible service
(1999)
factors

Ambience, equipment, and building
design/décor

Wong Ooi Mei, Dean
& White (1999)

HOLSERV

Employees, tangibles, and reliability

Raajpoot (2002)

TANGSERV

Ambient factors, design factors, and
product/service factors

Ryu & Jang (2008)

DINESCAPE

Facility aesthetics, lighting, ambience,
layout, table settings, and service staff
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2.3.5.1. Dimensions of SERVQUAL
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) developed SERVQUAL which is to rate the
service quality perceptions in retailing and service industry. SERVQUAL includes a 22-item
measurement, and the items are categorized the following: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,
assurance, and empathy. Specifically, each labeled-factor is explained by the following dimensions:
the tangible dimensions are consisted of four items in SERVQUAL, which are physical facilities,
equipment, and appearance of personnel. First, the reliability denotes the ability to perform the
promised service accurately and dependably. Second, the responsiveness refers to the willingness
to not only offer prompt services but also help consumers. Third, the assurance means employees’
knowledge and courtesy and the ability to inspire confidence and trust. Lastly, empathy is defined
a caring, individualized attention the company offers its consumers. Moreover, the research
explored the SERVQUAL scale to predict consumers’ overall quality perceptions in varied service
settings, such as bank, credit card firm, repair and maintenance firm, and telephone company. In
other words, the SERVQUAL can apply to a wide range of service settings to assess consumers’
expectation and service quality perceptions. Furthermore, SERVQUAL can apply to categorize
consumers’ in a firm depending on the perceived service quality scores, and track the provided
service levels, particularly in chin stores. Table 7. addresses the dimensions of SERVQUAL.
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Parasuraman, Zeithaml
& Berry (1988)

Table 7. Dimensions of SERVQUAL
Constructs
Items
Tangibles

Reliability

Physical facilities
Equipment
Appearance of personnel
Ability to perform the promised service
dependably and accurately

Responsiveness

Willingness to help customers and provide
prompt service

Assurance

Knowledge and courtesy of employees and
their ability to inspire trust and confidence

Empathy

Caring, individualized attention the firm
provides its customers
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2.3.5.2. Dimensions of LODGSERV
Table 8. presents the dimensions of LODGSERV. Knutson et al (1990) proposed a scale,
LODGSERV, to measure the service quality in the hotel industry. LODGSERV instruments were
developed based on the a 31-item scales from SERVQUAL to measure service quality in the hotel
industry. Thus, the objective of LODGSERV was to develop an appropriate scale for evaluating
the overall constructs of service quality in the lodging industry.
In the study, the final 26-item was designed into five dimensions, such as reliability,
assurance, responsiveness, tangibles, and empathy. Reliability is defined the ability to perform the
promised service dependability and accurately. Responsiveness refers to the willingness to help
guests and provide immediate service. Assurance explains the hotel employees’ knowledge and
courtesy and their ability to deliver confidence and trust. Tangibles denote physical facilities,
equipment, and appearance of personnel in the hotels. Empathy includes personalized attention
and caring service in the hotel service settings from consumers’ perspectives. Based on the findings
of the study, LODGSERV suggested better understandings of guests and marketing strategies
regarding lodging industry.
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Table 8. Dimensions of LODGSERV
Constructs
Items

Knutson et al. (1990)

Reliability

Assurance

Responsiveness

Tangibles

Empathy

Equipment works
Dependable/consistent
Quickly correct problems
On-time service
Trained/experienced employees
Feel comfortable
Support employees
Knowledgeable staff
Knowledgeable reservationists
Prompt service
Staff shift where needed
Offering special requests
Neat personnel
Quality food/beverage
Attractive room
Décor reflects concept
Attractive public areas
Up-to-date equipment
Feel special/valued
No red tape
Sympathetic employees
Sensitive employees
Convenient hours
Anticipates your needs
Complimentary services
Providing healthful menus
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2.3.5.3. Dimensions of SERVICESCAPE
Bitner (1992) investigated the influence of physical environments, especially, tangible
factors on overall development of service quality image, and called SERVICESCAPE. The
purpose of the study was to explore the effects of physical surroundings on consumers and
employees’ behaviors. SERVICESCAPE presents the combinations of physical environment
factors which can be affected by service providers to elicit consumers’ perceptions of the service
(Ryu & Jang, 2008). SERVICESCAPE refers to the “built environment” or the “man-made”
physical surroundings which is opposite to the natural environment (Bitner, 1992). The study
found that SERVICESCAPE impacts on consumers’ affective, cognitive, and conative responses.
The dimensions of SERVICESCAPE are ambient conditions, spatial layout and functionality, and
signs, symbols, and artifacts. Firstly, the ambient conditions capture lighting, odors, music, noise,
and temperature. The aesthetics related to ambient conditions are defined background
characteristics of physical environment components, including architectural designs, facility
cleanliness and maintenance. Moreover, other types of physical elements related to the quality of
aesthetics can be included. Secondly, spatial layout and functionality refer to anything influences
the arrangement in the service settings, such as the way of seats, aisles, hallways, and entrances or
exits. Interestingly, the study examined the spatial layout and functionality from both consumers
and employees’ perspectives which were dissimilar from many past studies that included only
employees’ point of view. Lastly, the signs, symbols, and artifacts are labeled, specifially the
signages and décors are used to communicate and direct consumers to the service settings or elicit
certain images of the place. Table 9. presents the dimensions of SERVICESCAPE.
After Biter (1992) asserted the dimensions of SERVICESCAPE, Wakefield and Blodgett
(1996) explored a broader scope of the SERVICESCAPE to examine in leisure service settings.
The dimensions of SERVICESCAPE captured facility aesthetics, electronic equipment,
cleanliness, layout accessibility, and seating comfort on the perceived quality of the
SERVICESCAPE. In the study, the facility aesthetics refer to a function of architectural design,
along with interior design/décor, and all of which affected the SERVICESCAPE. In the facility
aesthetics, both an external viewpoint and an internal view point were considered. To examine the
electronic equipment and displays, signs/symbols/artefacts are utilized to enhance the leisure
experience. For instance, high sound systems, quality projection at movie theaters or slot machines
at casinos can be crucial electronic facilities. In the study, cleanliness is also considered a pivotal
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component in service settings, especially in the leisure service where consumer spend several
hours. When it comes to cleanliness, the study reflected two aspects, prevent preparation and
ongoing cleanup. For example, whether floors and carpets are clean or not and whether garbage
cans are continually emptied or not can be examined. Layout accessibility is defined the way in
which furnishings and equipment, service areas, and passageways are well arranged, and the
spatial relationships among the components (Bitner, 1992). For instance, the effects of wellarranged layout offer ease of entry and exit, and thus increase consumers’ convenience. The last
factor, labeled seating comfort, means whether there is an enough space between rows of seats and
the conditions or designs of the seats, whether there are comfortable seats or not. The detailed
dimensions are explained in Table 10.
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Table 9. Dimensions of SERVICESCAPE
Constructs
Items

Bitner (1992)

Ambient conditions

Space/function

Signs, symbols, and
artifacts

Temperature
Air quality
Noise
Music
Odor
Layout
Equipment
Furnishings
Signage
Personal artifacts
Style of décor
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Table 10. Dimensions of SERVICESCAPE
Constructs
Items
Facility aesthetics

Attractive colors
Attractive interior wall and floor color schemes
Attractive facility's architecture
Attractive facility décor
Attractive facility

Electronic
equipment

Cleanliness

Entertaining slot/video machine to watch
Entertaining slot/video machine to add excitement
Providing interesting statistics (only for the
football and baseball samples)
The slot/video machines make the place
interesting
The high-quality facility
Maintaining clean restrooms
Maintaining clean food service areas
Maintaining clean walkways and exits
Overall, the facility is kept clean

Layout
accessibility

Easy to the food service

Seating comfort

Easy to get to your seat
Easy to get to the restrooms
Overall, easy to get where you want to go
Plenty of knee room in the seats
Plenty of elbow room in the seats
The seat arrangements provide plenty of space
Providing comfortable seats
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2.3.5.4. Dimensions of DINESERV
DINESERV was developed by Stevens, Knutson, and Patton (1995) to measure the service
quality in restaurants, including a fine-dining and a casual-dining. Specifically, the scale
emphasized the evaluation of the tangible aspects in restaurants. According to Stevens, Knutson,
and Patton (1995), DINESERV is consisted of five dimensions like the following: Reliability,
assurance, responsiveness, tangibles, and empathy. The dimensions of reliability denote providing
services at promised time or not, correcting quickly any issues occurred in the restaurant, providing
dependable and consistent service, accurate guest check, and exact food services. To measure
assurance, the study defined the items are answering guests’ question completely, providing
comfortable and confident service, willingness to offer information regarding menu items,
ingredients, methods of preparations. In addition, the dimensions of assurance include overall
tangible and intangible service. For example, the scale items are answering guests’ question
completely, providing comfortable and confident service, willingness to offer information
regarding menu items, ingredients, methods of preparation, providing secure service, well-trained
employees, and whether the restaurant supports their employees or not. The responsiveness also
captures specified employees’ attitude. For instance, whether employees help each other for
speedy and high-quality service or not, whether providing prompt and quick service or not, and
whether providing extra effort to handle guests’ special requests. In the study, tangibles are
categorized ten items the following: visually attractive parting areas and building exterior, visually
attractive dining area, appearance of employees (e.g., clean, neat), a décor in keeping with its
image and price range, readable menus, visually attractive menu reflecting the restaurant’s image,
comfortable and easy to move around dining areas, clean restrooms, dining areas, and comfortable
seats in the dining rooms. The last factor, labeled “empathy”, denotes sensitive to guests’ needs
and wants, special service, employees’ sympathetic and assuring attitude regarding any issues
occurred in the restaurant. Table 11. illustrates the constructs and detailed items of DINESERV.
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Table 11. Dimensions of DINESERV
Constructs
Items
Reliability

Assurance

Responsiveness

Tangibles

Empathy

Provide services at promised time
Correct quickly any service issue
Provide dependable and consistent service
Provide an accurate guest check
Provide exact food services
Answer guests' question completely
Provide comfortable and confident service
Willingness to offer information regarding menu
items, ingredients, methods of preparation
Provide secure service
Well-trained, competent, and experienced
employees
Restaurants offer enough support to employees
Employees help each other for speedy and highquality service during busy times
Provides prompt and quick service
Provide extra effort to handle guests' special
requests
Visually attractive parking areas and building
exterior
Visually attractive dining area
Clean, neat, and appropriately dressed employees
A décor in keeping with its image and price range
Readable menus
Visually attractive menu reflecting the restaurant's
image
Comfortable and easy to move around dining areas
Clean restrooms
Clean dining areas
Comfortable seats in dining rooms
Sensitive to guests' needs and wants
Feel guests special service
Anticipates guests' needs and wants
Sympathetic and reassuring employees regarding
any issue
Customers' best interests at heart service
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2.3.5.5. Dimensions of Tangible Service Factors
According to Wakefield & Blodgett (1999), consumers’ reactions to the tangible physical
environment may be emotional than cognitive in terms of hedonic consumption. Moreover,
physical environment plays an important role in determining consumers’ succeeding behavioral
intentions, especially in leisure service settings (Wakefield & Blodgett, 1999). Hence, the study
emphasized the tangible aspects of physical environments in three leisure service settings,
including hockey spectators, movie theater customers, and family recreation center customers. In
the study, tangible service factors denote ambience, equipment, and design factors. The ambience
is defined cleanliness, temperature, and employees’ neat appearance. The equipment refers to the
quality, performance (e.g., high quality electronic equipment, excellent electronic equipment), and
modern looking. The dimensions of design factor capture whether design/décor regarding inside
or outside building are attractive or not, whether the layout enables customers to get around easily
or not, and whether the seats are comfortable or not. Table 12. explains the constructs and the
instruments of Tangible service factors.
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Table 12. Dimensions of Tangible Service Factors
Constructs
Items
Design

Equipment

Ambience

Attractive outside appearance
Attractive interior design
Easy to get around layout
Comfortable seats
High quality electronic equipment
Excellent electronic equipment
Modern-looking equipment
Kept clean
Comfortable temperature
Neat employees
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2.3.5.6. Dimensions of HOLSERV
Wong Ooi Mei, Dean, and White (1999) explored the extended SERVQUAL scale,
including new items which are specifically pertaining to the hospitality industry, refers to
HOLSERV. The purpose of the study was to examine the reliability and validity of the customized
SERVQUAL scale, to develop the number of service quality dimensions in the hospitality industry,
and to identify which dimension is the best predictor among the service quality factors. Hence, the
study conducted by Wong Ooi Mei, Dean and White (1999) investigated the dimensions of service
quality, specifically, in the hotel industry. They developed HOLSERV scale, called an instrument
to measure service quality in the hotel industry, based on the SERVQUAL elements. Thus,
HOLSERV holds reliability, tangibles, and employees. Unlike SERVQUAL, Wong Ooi Mei,
Dean and White (1999) included or customized several items related to employees’ aspects on
HOLSERV scale. For example, prompt service, willingness to help, confident in the delivery of
service, attitude of employees (e.g., polite, knowledgeable, skillful, caring, understanding, sincere)
and appearance of employees (e.g., neat and professional employees). Therefore, the HOLSERV
is considered a modified and adjusted scale to evaluate, in the hotel industry. The results of the
study and detailed scale items are presented in Table 13.
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Table 13. Dimensions of HOLSERV
Constructs
Items
Reliability

Tangibles

Employees

Keeping promises
Accurate and timely service
Safe and secure stay
Modern looking equipment, fixtures and
fittings
Visually appealing facilities and materials
Comfort, cleanliness, user-friendly equipment
and facilities
Variety in food and beverages
Operation of services at a convenient time
Prompt service
Willingness to help
Confident in the delivery of service
Polite, knowledgeable, skillful, caring,
understanding, sincere, neat and professional
employees
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2.3.5.7. Dimensions of TANGSERV
TANGSERV was developed by Raajpoot (2002) to evaluate the domains of tangible
quality constructs in service settings, particularly at restaurants. Hence, Raajpoot (2002) reviewed
literature and include the aspects of SERVQUAL and DINESERV into TANGSERV. The study
insisted that the fundamental factors which affect service quality dimensions are ambient factors,
design factors, and social or service factors. Specifically, the layout/design construct holds the
following items: decorations, building design, the size of dining hall, seating arrangement, and the
location of the restaurant. To evaluate product/service, the study defined the items, such as food
presentation, the size of food service, menu design, and food variety. The instruments of
ambience/social factor were considered the following: light, crowding, music, and the temperature
of dining hall. Since TANGSERV customized the scale based on prior instruments related to
restaurant service settings and examined the tangible quality, the measurement provides the
importance of the tangible aspects at restaurants to managers and owners. Table 14. illustrates the
three factors and the dimension of each construct.
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Table 14. Dimensions of TANGSERV
Constructs
Items

Raajpoot (2002)

Layout/design

Product/service

Ambience/social

Decorations
Building design
Dining hall size
Seating arrangement
Restaurant location
Food presentation
Size of food service
Menu design
Food variety
Light
Crowding
Music
Dining hall temperature
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2.3.5.8. Dimensions of DINESCAPE
DINESCAPE was developed by Ryu and Jang (2008) to evaluate human and physical
surroundings at upscale restaurants. According to the study, the six dimensions of DINESCAPE
captured the followings: facility aesthetics, ambience, lighting, table settings, layout, and service
staff. Facility aesthetics refer to the function of architectural design, such as interior designs and
décor. Thus, the study specified the items are attractive paintings/pictures, visually appealing wall
décor, feeling happy plants/flowers, warm atmosphere colors, and high-quality furniture (e.g.,
dining table, chair). The second factor, labeled ambience, is defined intangible background traits
which influence the non-visual senses. Hence, Ambience includes relaxing/pleasing background
music, comfortable temperature, and enticing aroma in upscale restaurants. The third factor is
lighting and related to the consumers’ perceptions of illumination and its affected feelings (e.g.,
warmth and comfort). Table settings are the forth factor, which includes high quality tableware
(e.g., glass, china, silverware), attractive lines (e.g., table cloths, napkin), and visually attractive
table setting. The fifth factor, labeled layout, refers to the featured the seating arrangement within
the restaurant environment and contained three items. For instance, whether seating arrangement
offers guests enough space or not, whether seating arrangement makes guests feel crowded or not,
and whether it is easy to move around or not in the dining areas. Primarily, one of the crucial
characteristics of DINESCAPE (Ryu & Jang, 2008) is the study includes social factors, such as
HOLSERV (Wong Ooi Mei, Dean & White, 1999). The last factor, labeled social factors, refer to
individuals who are in the service environments, including consumers and employees. Ryu and
Jang (2008) insisted that it is impossible to explain the service environment without the interaction
between service employees and consumers, or interaction between customers, particularly in the
hospitality industry. Hence, the social factors are considered integral components in the hospitality
service settings. Table 15. explains the dimensions of DINESCAPE.
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Table 15. Dimensions of DINESCAPE
Constructs
Items

Ryu & Jang (2008)

Facility aesthetics

Ambience

Lighting

Table settings

Layout

Service staff

Attractive paintings/pictures
Visually appealing wall décor
Feel happy plants/flowers
Warm atmosphere colors
High quality furniture (e.g., dining table, chair)
Relaxing background music
Pleasing background music
Comfortable temperature
Enticing aroma
Warm atmosphere lighting
Feel welcome lighting
Comfortable atmosphere lighting
High quality tableware (e.g., glass, china,
silverware)
Attractive linens (e.g., table cloths, napkin)
Visually attractive table setting
Enough space seating arrangement
Feel less crowded seating arrangement
Easy to move around layout
Attractive employees
An adequate number of employees
Neat and well-dressed employees
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However, the existing scales do not capture the pivotal characteristics of boutique hotels.
According to past study, there might have been different quality dimensions depending on its
markets and its segments (e.g., Akbaba, 2006). That is, the boutique hotels may be categorized in
different segments from other types of accommodations and service settings, and thus the above
instruments cannot be used to evaluate boutique hotels. Furthermore, the dimensions of physical
environments have been applied to varied service settings, only a few of them have been explored
a reliable and valid approach. In other words, many of the instruments have not been verified but
have been used to evaluate physical environment. Therefore, the current study followed a valid
process of developing a measure.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

The main purpose of the study was to develop the physical environment scale of boutique
hotels. To achieve this objective, the current study was conducted based on Churchill’s (1979)
scale development procedures, which were adopted by other literature (e.g., Anderson & Gerbing,
1988; Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). This study executed the following five steps: (1) qualitative
inquiry; (2) generating initial pool items; (3) content adequacy assessment; (4) questionnaire
administration; and (5) scale purification. At the qualitative inquiry stage, the study conducted
three subset procedures: literature review regarding physical environments and boutique hotels,
checking online reviews related to boutique hotels and performing in-depth interviews with
boutique hotel managers and guests. At the second step, which consisted of generating initial pool
items, this study defined domain, generated items, and conducted a focus group session with
experts. Content adequacy assessment was then conducted using the following four procedures. A
professor in hospitality and tourism management and executive managers at boutique hotels
evaluated the content validity of the instrument to assess the content adequacy of constructs. After
conducting the content validity test, they distributed pilot tests. Based on the results of pretests,
the study modified items, and determined the scale for boutique hotel items. During step four, they
distributed questionnaire administration and collected data from experienced travelers at boutique
hotels. During the final step, they examined scale purification, which included five processes:
conducting item analysis, investigating exploratory factor analysis, examining confirmatory factor
analysis, assessing unidimensionality, reliability, and validity, and evaluated nomological validity
and predictive validity. Figure 3. presents the details of the scale development procedures of the
current study, and each process is discussed in subsequent sections.
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Step 1. Qualitative Inquiry




Review literature
Check online reviews regarding boutique hotels
In-depth Interviews with boutique hotel managers and guests

↓
Step 2. Generate Initial Pool Items




Define domain
Generate items
Focus group session with experts

↓
Step 3. Content Adequacy Assessment





Assess content validity of the instrument
Conduct pretest
Modification of items
Determining the scale for items

↓
Step 4. Questionnaire Administration


Collecting data from experienced travelers at boutique hotels

↓
Step 5. Scale Purification






Conduct item analysis
Investigation of exploratory factor analysis
Examination of confirmatory factor analysis
Assessment of unidimensionality, reliability, and validity
Assessment of nomological validity/Predictive validity

Figure 3. Scale development procedure
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3.1. Qualitative Inquiry
3.1.1. Review Literature
First, this section reviews past research relevant to the scale of physical environments,
including psychology, marketing, and hospitality research. The purpose of this stage is to
understand physical environment scales and domains both in the hospitality and tourism industry
and in other research. Based on prior research, major physical environment dimensions are
Atmospherics, SERVQUAL, LODGERV, SERVICECAPE, DINESERV, Store atmospherics,
Tangible service factors, HOLSERV, TANGSERV, and DINESCAPE. Some of them were
extended models from existing physical environment scales applied in certain service settings. For
example, Atmospherics was developed by Baker (1986) and the dimensions included ambient
factors, design factors (i.e., aesthetics and functional), and social factors. The atmospherics
influenced the dimensions of SERVQUAL, and the SERVQUAL impacted other physical
environment research.

3.1.2. Online Reviews related to Boutique Hotels
In the second stage of the quality inquiry, this study examined boutique hotels’ online
reviews to attain a better understanding of boutique hotel guests’ perspectives. Popular online
webpages have consumers’ reviews of boutique hotels, including TripAdvisor, Olery, Oyster.com,
and Hotels.com. Since these online review sites are well known among travelers, this current study
examined numerous travelers’ online reviews regarding their experiences at boutique hotels.
According to the online reviews, travelers strongly expressed their satisfaction with boutique
hotels’ uniqueness, special architectural design elements, and personalized and friendly employee
service. Travelers also enjoyed the boutique hotel theme, and entertainment facilities at boutique
hotels, including rooftop pools, movie theaters, and live music concerts. Furthermore, reviewers
praised the convenience of the locations.
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3.1.3. In-depth Interviews with Boutique Hotel Managers and Guests
After reviewing the literature and online reviews, this study conducted in-depth interviews
to discover scale items of boutique hotel environments. This method was applied because it
facilitates a deeper understanding (Hudson & Ozanne, 1988) of boutique hotels from the
perspectives of managers and travelers who have experienced them.
For the in-depth interviews, the first group of respondents consisted of five managers of
boutique hotels. Another group consisted of twenty anonymous guests of the boutique hotels. The
boutique hotels were randomly selected among boutique hotels with varying themes in the U.S.
First, the managers of the boutique hotels were asked to provide their names, positions, and their
period of employment at the hotels. Each interviewer was offered a brief description of the
objectives of the in-depth interview. The interviewers were given a discussion guideline and very
specific instructions for how to conduct the personal interviews. The managers of the boutique
hotels were then asked questions concerning: their motivation to operate the boutique hotel, the
age of the business, definitions of boutique hotels from their perspectives, distinctive features, the
majority of guests’ purpose for visiting, guest-host experience (e.g., what they try to offer in terms
of

special

experiences

to

their

guests,

such

as

certain

types

of

services,

and

facilities/programs/events), and what types of facilities are popular in the boutique hotel. All indepth interviews were recorded and the names, email addresses and available telephone numbers
were also recorded for research verification purposes. However, the participants asked for their
own anonymity and the confidentiality of the specific names of the hotels to be ensured. Therefore,
names of managers and detailed information regarding the boutique hotels were not transcribed in
the interview notes.
For the second group interview, the boutique hotel guests were asked to provide the name,
the purpose of their trip, and the frequency of their visits to the hotel. Each guest was also provided
a brief description of the purpose of the in-depth interview. The travelers were provided a
discussion guideline and specific instructions for how to conduct the interview. Twenty
anonymous travelers from the five boutique hotels were asked questions concerning: their motive
for choosing the boutique hotel, their favorite facilities/amenities/entertainment at the hotel, their
feelings during the stay, how the hotel theme/architecture designs affected their overall experience,
what they expected from the boutique hotels, and whether they would like to return to the hotel.
To ensure the high quality of the data, the guest respondents were randomly selected to validate
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the interview; 18 out of 20 respondents were staying at the hotel for business trips. All interviews
were recorded, and their names were recorded for research verification purposes. However, the
respondents wanted their anonymity to be ensured. Therefore, names of boutique hotel guests were
not transcribed in the interview notes. Furthermore, the researcher toured all five boutique hotels
to ensure that important characteristics were not overlooked. Appendix A includes summaries of
the interviews with boutique hotel managers and guests.

3.2. Initial Pool of Items
3.2.1. Define Domain
The purpose of this stage was to define the domain of the relevant constructs. At this stage,
it was important to review the literature to specify domains and conceptualize constructs (Churchill,
1979). In addition, the interviews were read thoroughly multiple times; they were then classified
and listed based on themes in the data, using a categorizing process developed by Lincoln and
Guba (1985). This process involved classifying themes into categories based on similar
characteristics. Key themes (e.g., convenient location, facility aesthetics, etc.) and illustrative
quotes were than gathered from the data.

3.2.2. Generate Items
After the domain was defined, the scale of boutique hotel environments was developed by
searching for commonalities; this enabled the most accurate representation of each domain. For
example, “The boutique hotel looked beautiful” and “The boutique hotel’s interior design/décor
was visually appealing” describe aesthetics of boutique hotels. Therefore, theses were categorized
under “facility aesthetics.” On the other hand, “secure service,” “good quality service,” and “neat
and well-dressed employees” were classified under employee service.
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3.2.3. Focus Group Session with Experts
Labels for each trait of the physical environments of boutique hotels were developed. Eight
general categories of the physical environments of boutique hotels were emerged from the data.
The last stage of this step was conducting a focus group session with three experts who are
executive-level managers at boutique hotels. The managers evaluated the validity of the scale items
using their expert skills. They agree regarding the domain (i.e., convenient location, facility
aesthetics, theme, entertainment, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service), and
only some of the items of the constructs were modified. Each category was labeled as one of the
followings: location, facility aesthetics, theme, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, entertainment
programs/facilities/events, and employee service.

3.2.3.1. Location
The first category is labeled “location,” which refers to the accessibility of boutique hotels.
Many of the boutique hotels are in urban area in the U.S. Urban areas tend to have many
destinations which travelers wish to visit, such as business/convention centers, attractions, popular
restaurants, and transportation centers. Therefore, the convenient locations of boutique hotels may
appeal to travelers. Moreover, the importance of location is accentuated for travelers, particularly
business travelers, because they are more likely than leisure travelers to consider the accessibility
of their accommodations. For example, if travelers think the location of a boutique hotels is
convenient, they may evaluate it more positively than inconveniently located boutique hotels. In
this study, therefore, the location category consisted of three items: whether the location is
convenience, whether it is easy to access destinations, transportation, and downtown areas, and
whether symbols and directions signs are effectively designed to help guests find the boutique
hotel.

3.2.3.2. Facility aesthetics
The second category is labeled “facility aesthetics,” which refers to consumers’ perceptions
regarding the beauty of boutique hotels. The physical appearance of hotels generally creates value
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during guests’ stays. According to prior research, one primary reason for the success of boutique
hotels is because of their unique architectural and interior designs (e.g., Cassedy, 1993; Templin,
1999). Facility aesthetics are a factor of architectural design, such as interior designs/décor and
exterior designs/décor of boutique hotels. Once travelers arrive at boutique hotels, they may
evaluate the exterior building designs. A stunning exterior design and beauty may more capture
travelers’ attention more than simple designs. Moreover, interior designs/décor are also crucial
from guests’ perspectives. Based on interviews with managers and guests at boutique hotels,
appealing interior designs/décor are significant factors in guests’ decisions regarding whether to
stay. One pivotal reason is that interior designs/décor are likely to be exposed to gusts during their
entire stay. Thus, boutique hotels are likely to utilize art, paintings, or crafts to provide more
pleasure to their guests. In this study, the facility aesthetics category included seven items: beauty
aspects, enjoyable facility aesthetics, visually appealing interior designs/décor, visually appealing
exterior designs/décor, visually appealing furniture (e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.), and beautiful
plans or flowers.

3.2.3.3. Theme
The third category is labeled “theme,” which refers to the unique characteristics of boutique
hotels; these are important components in determining the overall atmosphere of the hotels.
Themes are crucial components because themes are a salient reasons guests select particular
boutique hotels. There are various unique themes for boutique hotels in the U.S, including
historic/art-gallery themes, chic/modern style themes, music, ports, library, and eco-friendly/green
style themes. For example, historic and art-gallery styles are the most common themes in boutique
hotels. Historic/art-gallery style boutique hotels are designed and decorated with historical
architectures and arts/paintings/crafts. In addition, most types of boutique hotels are opened in
historic buildings that have been renovated. Therefore, this enhances the attractive aspects of the
hotels and enables guests feel they are in the certain era. In contrast, chic/modern themed boutique
hotels are designed with trendy and elegant fashion. Moreover, the facility designs and the colors
of small lights enhance the stylish atmosphere of these boutique hotels. Therefore, consumers may
choose boutique hotels not only because the themes are appealing, but also because these themes
match their lifestyles or interests. For example, consumers who are interested in eco-friendly or
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green products may prefer to experience boutique hotels with related themes. Furthermore,
consumers who are fans of certain music or musicians may be more likely to select boutique hotels
with themes related to their favorite music or musicians. In this study, themes consisted of three
factors: appealing theme, matching with guests’ interest or lifestyle, reflecting interior/exterior
designs, products, or themed oriented activities.

3.2.3.4. Entertainment programs/facilities/events
The fourth category is labeled “entertainment programs/facilities/events,” which refers to
activities or events that facilitate customers’ engagement in social gatherings with other guests or
employees. Many boutique hotels have rooftop pools and lounge bars, and these entertainment
facilities are popular among hotel guests who wish to relax. Moreover, some boutique hotels even
provide pleasing views while guests are utilizing the facilities; therefore, the guests enjoy their
stay more. In general, the entertainment programs/facilities/events are significantly related to the
general concept of boutique hotels. For instance, some boutique hotels have sports/game rooms,
and this allows guests to play pool, board games, and basket-ball at the hotel’s basketball courts.
Moreover, boutique hotels with themed music invite local musicians and host live music concerts;
consumers readily find information regarding live concert schedule on the hotel webpage.
Furthermore, some boutique hotels are arts-themed, and therefore offer art galleries for the hotel
guests and for anyone who stops by the hotel. Therefore, both hotel guest and local people can
enjoy the live entertainment. In other words, boutique hotels are not only meeting places for guests
but also for local people and guests over accommodations. Some boutique hotels invite famous
people to deliver speeches. Since the entertainment programs/facilities/events of boutique hotels
enhance consumers’ enjoyments of boutique hotels, they are pivotal to attract customers to
boutique hotels. Therefore, in this study, entertainment programs/facilities/events consist of four
items: entertainment that is engaging/welcoming, entertainment that enables guests to engage in
social gatherings, entertainment programs/facilities that are appealing, and entertainment events
that are interesting.
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3.2.3.5. Amenities
The fifth category is labeled “amenities,” which provide convenience for guests during
their stay in boutique hotels. Boutique hotel amenities serve fundamental functions, and therefore
important. Customers tend to evaluate boutique hotels depending on the quality of amenities and
their usefulness. For example, guests are likely to consider whether the furniture in the room is
comfortable and whether the bedding appears neat.
In addition, it may also be important to implement amenities in the room and bathroom for
guests’ convenience. Since boutique hotel guests tend to consider the design of hotels, some
boutique hotels provide attractive amenities. Moreover, even room keys and bathroom amenities,
such as a soap, shampoo, and conditioners have unique designs. The visually appealing amenities
provide guests with more pleasure. In summary, the amenities can be classified based on six
characteristics: good in quality, attractive appearance, usefulness, neat bedding, comfortable
furniture, and a full set of amenities.

3.2.3.6. Ambience
The sixth category is labeled “ambience,” which refers to the intangible characteristics of
the environment which influence the non-visual senses (Baker, 1986). Elements of ambience
includes atmosphere, cleanliness, color, scent, music, temperature, and lighting. According to prior
research, perceived physical environments cause cognitive responses and influence individuals’
beliefs regarding a place, products, and people (Bitner, 1992). Moreover, Ryu and Jang (2008)
asserted that physical environments have both affective and cognitive characteristics in the
measurement items. For instance, certain environmental cues, such as the quality of amenities in
boutique hotels can influence guests’ beliefs regarding whether the hotels are high quality. On the
other hand, some environmental components influence emotions or feelings, such as color, lighting,
background music, etc.; these can influence affective information more than cognitive information.
Specifically, past research has demonstrated that different colors stimulate individuals’ various
moods and emotions (e.g., warm, comfortable, etc.) (Ryu & Jang, 2008). Therefore, this study
found “the colors used in the boutique hotel elicit a warm or stylish atmosphere,” rather than “the
colors used in the boutique hotel are appropriate,”. This study focuses on more affective responses.
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Similarly, the affective statement may provide more practical information for understanding how
color impacts boutique hotel guests’ affective perceptions. In summary, the dimensions of
ambience consist of nine distinct characteristics: relaxing atmosphere, comfortable atmosphere,
atmosphere in the hotel make guests feel good, cleanliness, elicit warm or stylish atmosphere,
comfortable lighting, harmonized background music, agreeable scent/level, and comfortable
temperature and ventilation.

3.2.3.7. Spatial Layout
The seventh category is labeled “spatial layout”, which refers to how aisles, hallways,
lobby areas, rooms, bathrooms, and furniture arrangement are designed and arranged in boutique
hotels. Regarding the design of boutique hotels, spatial layout is important for the general physical
environment. Past study has demonstrated that spatial layout impacts employees’ productivity and
efficiency (Bitner, 1992). That is, if employees can readily move around in the service areas, this
facilitates the employees’ productivity. In addition, well-arranged spatial layout produces positive
effects for boutique hotels designs overall. Based on interviews with boutique hotel guests, even
if customers perceive boutique hotels as smaller than large chain hotels, they still expect the rooms
to look spacious, including lobby areas, bedrooms, and even bathrooms. Therefore, the study
accounted for the following six items: spatial layout appeared well-arranged, it provided a smooth
traffic flow from the front desk to the elevators, the furniture arrangement in the room/public areas
appeared spacious, and the lobby, bedrooms, and bathrooms appeared spacious.

3.2.3.8. Employee Service
The eighth category is labeled “employee service,” which refers to the characteristics of
service employees at boutique hotels. When scholars developed physical environment scales in
service settings, they did not account for social factors. However, the more research was conducted,
the more crucial social factors, such as employees and other customers, appeared to be. In a
DINESCAPE study (Ryu & Jang, 2008), service staffs were significantly related to social
environment in the restaurant service setting. Therefore, the scale included three items, including
attractive employees, adequate number of employees, and neat and well-dressed employees in the
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upscale restaurant. Likewise, employee service is a crucial component in boutique hotel service
settings. Boutique hotels are likely to provide personalized warm, and friendly service to their
guests. Boutique hotels also emphasize maintaining an adequate number of employees to
accommodate their guests. Moreover, employees have significant knowledge of the nearby
community and of the boutique hotel because many of them are from local areas. In the present
study, employee service featured seven items related to employees’ attitudes and their appearance:
high quality service, “home away from home” feeling, neat and well-dressed employees, warm
and welcoming service, employees’ knowledge of hotel facilities, shopping, and attractions in the
local areas, adequate number of employees to accommodate guests, and secure service.

3.3. Content Adequacy Assessment
3.3.1. Assess Content Validity of the Instrument
The initial scale items were developed based on the trial item-generation process discussed
above. One professor, and 10 graduate students in hospitality and tourism management who are
familiar with boutique hotels, and executive managers assessed the measurement items for content
and face validity. They evaluated the constructs and subset items by focusing on the
representativeness of the physical environments of boutique hotels. Therefore, the procedure
confirmed that the items can represent the scale (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Sweeney & Soutar,
2001). In the process, any items which were redundant, ambiguous, or unrepresentative of the
domain were eliminated (Babin et al., 1994). For example, “overall facility aesthetics are appealing”
was deleted since it was considered an obscure item.

3.3.2. Content Pretest
The survey questionnaire was designed to investigate boutique hotel environment scales.
The questions were divided into seven sections participants were asked to complete: (1) screening
questions; (2) physical environments of boutique hotels; (3) emotional status (i.e., pleasure and
arousal); (4) revisit intentions; and (5) demographic questions. The questions related to physical
environments of boutique hotels and intention to revisit were designed with a seven-point Likert
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scale for main questions (1 = ‘Strongly agree’; 7 = ‘Strongly disagree’), whereas the emotional
status questionnaire consisted of bipolar measures.
The first draft survey question was viewed by a professor and 10 graduate students in
hospitality and tourism management with experienced with boutique hotels to ensure the face
validity of the questionnaire. A first pilot study was then conducted with10 graduate students in
hospitality and tourism management and 20 college students who have experienced boutique
hotels to seamlessly identify their understandings of survey questions. After administrating the
pretest, the wording of some questions was slightly modified. Another pilot test was conducted
using 42 participants who were experienced business travelers within the past six months (from
October 2017 to March 2018); it was conducted through Amazon Mechanical Turk (M-Turk)
because the majority of boutique hotel guests are business travelers.

3.3.3. Modification of Items
Using the pilot data, the reliability and validity were examined to refine the survey
instruments. Correlations between domains and the subset items under each factor were examined.
Statistically, there were no significant issues, but some wordings were modified. For instance,
“The background music was pleasing” was modified to “The background music harmonized with
the atmosphere.” Although many past studies used “pleasing” to describe music in the service
setting, the role of background music in boutique hotels can be unlike other types of service setting
even in the hospitality industry. That is, boutique hotel guests are aware of whether the background
music at boutique hotels harmonize with the atmosphere, while customers at upscale restaurants
expect pleasing background music.

3.3.4. Determining the Scale for Items
The results of the content adequacy assessment indicated a pool of 45 items: three items
for location, seven items for facility aesthetics, three items for theme, four items for entertainment
programs/facilities/events, six items for amenities, nine items for ambience, six items for spatial
layout, and seven items for employee service. Therefore, the total 45 items were applied to conduct
survey questions.
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Table 16. Dimensions of Physical Environments of Boutique Hotels
Constructs
Items
Location
Convenience
Assessible to destinations/transportation/downtown area
Facility Aesthetics
Beauty of boutique hotels
(New items)
Visually appealing interior/décor designs
Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
(new items)
Theme (New construct) Appealing hotel theme
(New items)
Match with my interest or lifestyle
(New items)
Entertainment
Engaging social gatherings with employees or other
Programs/Facilities
guests
(New items)
/Events
(New construct)

Appealing entertainment programs/facilities (New items)

Amenities

Good in quality
Usefulness
Attractiveness
(New items)
Neat bedding
Comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and
sofas)
Cleanliness
Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
Harmonious background music
(New items)
Agreeable scent/degree
Quality of temperature and ventilation
Well-arranged layout
The furniture arrangement in public areas
Spacious-looking lobby areas
(New items)
Spacious-looking bedroom
(New items)
Spacious-looking bathroom
(New items)
Good quality service
Neat and well-dressed employees
Warm and welcoming service
The knowledge to provide information
Secure service

Ambience

Spatial layout

Employee service
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Table 16. illustrates the dimensions of the physical environments of boutique hotels. The
aspects of physical environments, such as location, facility aesthetics, amenities, ambience, spatial
layout, and employee service, are similar to the existing physical environment scales. However,
although these concepts of the constructs resemble the existing scales, the detailed items are not
identical. For instance, the facility aesthetics include “beauty of boutique hotels’ and “appealing
arts/paintings/crafts.” The two items are incorporated only in boutique hotel service settings.
Moreover, although LODGSERV and HOLSERV do not include the labeled construct,
amenities, the scales still include the concept of amenities as “tangibles” and evaluate “equipment.”
However, this study considers amenities to be one crucial component of boutique hotels and insists
on assessing “attractiveness of amenities.” None of the hotel service settings focused on the
attractiveness of amenities previously, but it is important aspect of evaluating amenities.
Furthermore, background music is a pivotal physical environment component in upscale
restaurants, because “background music is pleasing.” However, this study suggests that
“harmonious background music” is more important than “pleasing background music.” Regarding
spatial layout, existing scales considered in the restaurant service settings, including “easy access
to where guests want to go,” “easy to food service,” “easy access to guest seat,” and “easy access
to restrooms” in SERVICESCAPE. DINESCAPE also includes layout, such as “sufficient space
in seating arrangements,” “feeling less crowded seating arrangements,” and “easy to move around
layout.” However, the factors of physical environments of boutique hotels include “spaciouslooking lobby areas,” “spacious-looking rooms,” and “spacious-looking bathrooms” which are
significantly new items.
Importantly, “theme” and “entertainment programs/facilities/events” are distinctively
different constructs from the existing physical environment scales, because none of the hotel
service settings have themes or entertainment except for boutique hotels. Therefore, the detailed
items, including “beauty of boutique hotels.”
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3.4. Questionnaire Administration
3.4.1. Collecting Data from Experienced Business Travelers at Boutique Hotels
The questionnaire included 45 items: 3 items for location, 7 items for facility aesthetics, 3
items for theme, 4 items for entertainment programs/facilities/events, 6 items for amenities, 9 items
for ambience, 6 items for spatial layout, and 7 items for employee service. Therefore, the 45 items
were used to conduct survey questions. Overall, the survey questionnaires were divided into seven
sections participants were expected to complete: (1) screening questions; (2) the physical
environments of boutique hotels; (3) emotional status (i.e., pleasure and arousal); (4) revisit
intentions; and (5) demographic questions.
In the first section, participants were asked if they have stayed in boutique hotels for
business trips within the past six months; the majority of boutique hotel guests are business
travelers. Therefore, respondents who had no experience with boutique hotels for business trips
within the past six months were excluded the additional questions. Only respondents who have
experienced a boutique hotel for business trips within the past six months were asked the following
questions.
In the second section, the respondents were answered questions regarding physical
environment (i.e., location, facility aesthetics, theme, entertainment programs/facilities/events,
amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service) based on their most recent experience
using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = ‘Strongly agree’; 7 = ‘Strongly disagree’). For instance, “The
location of the boutique hotel is convenient.” and “The boutique hotel looked beautiful.” If the
participants are likely to disagree with these sentences, then they chose the scale closed to 1, and
vice versa.
The third part of the survey assessed emotions (i.e., pleasure and arousal), and the
emotional status were evaluated by bipolar measures. The positive emotions were measured by
using Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) pleasure dimensions of the pleasure-arousal-dominance
(PAD) scale. The dominance was not included in the current study because much past research
found that dominance has not significantly affected behaviors (e.g., Russell & Pratt, 1980; Ward
& Russell, 1981). The emotional states were measured using five items representing pleasure and
six items indicating arousal. The original Mehrabian and Russell items were slightly modified to
fit the boutique hotel context. Participants measured their feelings, moods, and emotional
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responses to the physical environment of boutique hotels. The following items were evaluated by
bipolar measures: unhappy; happy, annoyed; pleasure, dissatisfied; satisfied, bored; entertained,
disappointed; delight represented pleasure emotions. The measure of arousal included the
following six items: depressed; cheerful, calm; excited, passive; active, relaxed; stimulated, listless;
energetic, and lethargic; alive.
In the fourth section, participants were asked to measure revisit intentions regarding
boutique hotels based on their most recent experience using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = ‘Strongly
agree’; 7 = ‘Strongly disagree’). For example, participants were asked to items such as “If I were
going to another business trip, I would desire to revisit the boutique hotel.”, “I would give a
positive review to others (e.g., family, friends, etc.).”, and “I would recommend the boutique hotel
to other people (e.g., family, friends, etc.).”
In the last part of the survey contained demographic questions regarding gender, ethnic
background, age, years of working experience, education, and household income. The survey
questionnaires are presented in the appendix C.
The purpose of this study was to develop the physical environment scale of boutique hotels.
To fulfill this purpose, this study specified the sample as business travelers who have experienced
a boutique hotel within the past six months. One primary reason for selecting business travelers is
because most boutique hotel gusts travel for business trips.
For data collection, the survey was randomly distributed through Amazon M-Turk to 320
business travelers who have experienced boutique hotels in the U.S. within the past six months.
Boutique hotels were defined as small hotels that have unique characteristics, and which are
distinct from large chain hotels. A total of 320 respondents participated in this study and data from
307 of them was used for the following analysis.

3.5. Scale Purification
3.5.1. Conduct Item Analysis
Quantitative analyses were conducted to investigate the scale’s psychometric properties
and to purify the measurement items (Churchill, 1979; Sweeney & Soutar, 2001).
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First, the correlated item-total correlation was examined for each set of items representing
a dimension within the physical environment. Any items which do not have a corrected item-total
correlation more than .50 will be eliminated (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003).

3.5.2. Investigation of Exploratory Factor Analysis
Second, the remaining measurement items were subjected to exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) with varimax rotation to reduce the items to a smaller and more parsimonious set of
variables (Hair et al., 1998). After conducting the EFA, items exhibiting low factor loadings (<.40),
high cross-loadings (>.40), or low communalities (<.50) were deleted (Hair et al., 1998).

3.5.3. Examining of Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Third, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for scale development was used because it is an
appropriate and stricter interpretation of unidimensionality than is offered by more traditional
approaches, including coefficient alpha, exploratory factor analysis, or item-total correlations (e.g.,
Ryu & Jang, 2008). The CFA was conducted using the maximum likelihood analysis by SPSS 24
and AMOS 24.

3.5.4. Assessment of Unidimensionality, Reliability, and Validity
After the unidimensionality check, reliabilities were investigated using Cronbach’s alphas,
factor loadings, composite reliabilities, and average variance was extracted (AVE) to measure the
internal consistency of multiple indicators for each factor (Gerbing & Anderson, 1988; Nunnally
& Bernstein, 1994). Construct validity was measured through discriminant validity and convergent
validity. Convergent validity was investigated applying the following steps: 1) whether each
indicator’s estimated loading on the underlying construct was distinctive (e.g., Anderson &
Gerbing, 1988; Peter, 1981) and 2) whether the AVE value exceeded .50 for each construct
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Furthermore, discriminant validity was measured by checking whether
the AVE for each construct was greater than the squared correlation between the two associated
constructs (e.g., Fornel & Larcker, 1981).
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3.5.5. Assessment of Nomological Validity and Predictive Validity
In this study, nomological validity and predictive validity were estimated by presuming
that the constructs of the boutique hotel scale are significantly associated with factors they are
supposed to be theoretically related to (Churchill, 1979). According to the Mehrabian-Russell
model (1974), emotional status (e.g., pleasure and arousal) mediates the relationship between
physical environments and individuals’ responses (i.e., approach or avoidance), such as behavioral
intentions toward the environment (Ryu & Jang, 2008).
The importance of conducting nomological validity has been emphasized in much of
literature (e.g., Babin et al., 1994). For nomological validity, the correlations between the physical
environment constructs and three other constructs (i.e., pleasure, arousal, and revisit intention)
within the Mehrabian-Russell model (1974) was examined (Ryu & Jang, 2008).
Predictive validity refers to the ability of a measure instrument to estimate some
phenomenon that is external to the measuring instrument itself (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). To
assess the predictive validity of the eight constructs, regression analysis of constructs and
regression analysis of factor scores were utilized. The measurement of intentions to revisit
boutique hotels was employed as the criterion variable because revisit intentions can be predicted
by the physical environment of boutique hotels. To measure the revisit intention, three items were
included: “If I were going to another business trip, I would desire to revisit the boutique hotel.”,
“I would give a positive review to others (e.g., family, friends, etc.).”, and “I would recommend
the boutique hotel to other people (e.g., family, friends, etc.).”
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

The primary objective of the current study was to develop the physical environments of
boutique hotels. To fulfill the objective, this study collected data from the business travelers who
have experienced a boutique hotel within the past six months, and initially collected 320
questionnaires. This study excluded respondents who did not complete the survey questions, and
therefore 307 samples were used for further analyses. The response rate was 96%, showing very
good.

4.1. Sample Profile
Table 17. presents the demographic characteristics of this study sample. Total 307
respondents participated in the questionnaire. 190 participants accounted for male (61.9%), while
females were 17 (38.1%) of the total. The average age of participants were 33 years old which is
considered young. Concerning ethnicity, a total of 212 participants (69.1%) were Caucasians, 38
were African Americans (12.4%), and 31 were Asians (10.1%). 209 out of 307 respondents were
4-year college or University and master’s degree (68.1%) and 51.5% participants have over 10
years working experience. The 198 out of 307 respondents (64.4%) responded their annual
household incomes are ranged from $40,000 to less than $100,000.
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Table 17. Demographic profile
Gender
Male
Female

Frequency

Percent (%)

190
117

61.90%
38.10%

38
31
212
14
7
2
3

12.40%
10.10%
69.10%
4.60%
2.30%
0.70%
1.00%

Ethnic
African American
Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Native American
Two or more of these
Other
Age
Average

33

Education
Lower than High school
High school or equivalent
2 Year College
4 Year College or University
Master's Degree (MS)
Doctoral Degree (PhD)
Professional Degree (MD, JD, etc.)
Other
Working experience
Less than 1 year
1 - 2 years
3 - 5 years
6 - 9 years
10 - 15 years
15 + years

0
22
55
151
58
6
10
5

0.00%
7.20%
17.90%
49.20%
18.90%
2.00%
3.30%
1.60%

0
18
84
47
72
86

0.00%
5.90%
27.40%
115.30%
23.50%
28.00%

61
75
63
60
33
7
8
307

19.90%
24.40%
20.50%
19.50%
10.70%
2.30%
2.60%
100.00

Household's income
Less than $40,000
$40,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $79,999
$80,000 - $99,999
$100,000 - $149,999
$150,000 - $199,999
$200,000 or above
Total
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4.2. Item Analysis
The total 45 measurement items were included in the questionnaire to identify the
dimensions of the physical environments of boutique hotels. For the item analysis, the correlated
item-total subscale correlations were assessed for each set of items representing physical
environments of boutique hotels. Items not having a corrected item-total correlation above .50
were deleted following literature (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003). Based on the item analysis results,
the correlation of all the items were above .50 under each construct, and the item did not have
statistically higher correlation among constructs.

4.3. Explanatory Factor Analysis
Following the item analysis, the remaining 45 items were then subjected to EFA with
Varimax rotation and additional reliability assessments were investigated to determine how
distinctive each of the physical environment scales were from each other. According to literature,
eigenvalue and variance explained were utilized to identify the number of factor to extract (e.g.,
Hair et al., 1998). An eight-factor model was examined, and items exhibiting low factor loadings
(<.40), high cross-loadings (>.40), or low communalities (<.50) were eliminated (e.g., Hair et al.,
1998). After inspection of item content for domain representation, 13 items were deleted for high
cross-loadings. A total of 32 items of the physical environment of boutique hotels were implied to
further EFA. An eight-factor model was estimated with the remaining 32 items. The second EFA
resulted in eight factors with eigenvalues higher than 1.0 and the factors accounted for 77.53% of
the overall variance. Furthermore, a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy
explained 0.94, indicating acceptable. All communalities of 32 items, ranging from 0.64 to 0.88
were acceptable. Each factor was named based on the characteristics of its items. Table 18. presents
the detailed results of the factor structure illustrated by the second EFA.
The first factor of boutique hotels contained two items, labeling “location.” Location
represented the accessibility of boutique hotels. The items in location include “convenience to
access the boutique hotel” and “assessible to destinations/transportation/downtown areas.” It
captured the larges variance for 15.40 of the total variance.
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The second factor was labeled “facility aesthetics” and defined a function of architectural
designs, including interior designs/décor and exterior designs/décor. The items in facility
aesthetics were also included “beauty of boutique hotels,” “visually appealing interior/décor
designs,” “visually appealing exterior/décor designs,” “visually appealing furniture (e.g., chair,
table, desk, etc.),” and “appealing arts/paintings/crafts,” illustrating 11.67 variance.
The third factor, “theme,” represented a function of boutique hotels’ themes, and included
two items: “appealing hotel theme” and “match with my interest or lifestyle,” indicating 11.59
variance.
The fourth factor was labeled “entertainment programs/facilities/events,” representing two
items: “engaging social gatherings with employees or other guests” and “appealing entertainment
programs/facilities,” explaining 11.01 variance.
The fifth factor presents “amenities” and referred to tangible items provided for hotel
guests’ convenience, enjoyment, or comport. It explains 10.91 variance of the total. The
dimensions of amenities are “good in quality,” “usefulness,” “attractiveness,” and “neat beddings,”
and “comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas).”
The sixth factor, “ambience,” represented the intangible background characteristics which
influence the non-visual senses (Baker, 1986). It contains six items: “cleanliness,” “warm/stylish
atmosphere colors,” “comfortable atmosphere lightings,” “harmonious background music,”
“agreeable scent/degree,” and quality of temperature and ventilation,” with 6.97 variance.
The seventh factor denoted “spatial layout” and referred to the ways in which lobby, rooms,
bathrooms, aisles and hallways, and furniture arrangement were arranged in boutique hotels. In
this study, spatial layout is distinct from facility aesthetics. It included five items: “well-arranged
layout,” “the furniture arrangement in public areas,” “look spacious lobby areas,” “look spacious
room,” and “look spacious bathroom,” with 5.82 variance.
Lastly, the ninth factor labeled “employee service,” and referred to the traits of employees
in the service setting at boutique hotels. The employee service is closely associated with social
environment. In the current study, employee service featured five items: “good quality service,”
“neat and well-dressed employees,” “warm and welcoming service,” “the knowledge to provide
information,” and “secure service,” along with 4.17 variance. Table 13. illustrates the details of
EFA results.
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Customers highly perceived the qualities of the physical environments of boutique hotels
since they highly measured all the items. In terms of each item, cleanliness (6.02), neat bedding
(5.95), and assessible to destinations/transportation/downtown areas (5.83) were highly evaluated
rating higher than 5.80 out of a 7-point Likert scale. The following items were also highly rated
and all of them were by rating 5.70 or hither: convenience of location (5.79), neat and well-dressed
employees (5.78), warm and welcoming service (5.76), the knowledge to provide information
(5.75), comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas) (5.72), usefulness of
amenities (5.71), visually appealing interior/décor designs (5.70), and secure service (5.70). The
grand means illustrated that all eight dimensions of the boutique hotel scale were highly measured
(5.03 to 5.81). Especially, location (5.81), amenities (5.74), employee service (5.72) ambience
(5.63), and facility aesthetics (5.56) were highly rated among other constructs. The aspects of
boutique hotels’ convenience of the location were positively considered by consumers, as
explained by the highest grand mean of location (5.81). The detailed results are presented in Table
19.
The overall factor loadings of all 32 items ranged from 0.64 to 81, indicating a reasonably
high correlation between the illustrated dimensions and its individual items. The Cronbach’s
alphas which were designed to examine the internal consistency of items within each dimension.
The Cronbach’s alphas were ranged from 0.76 to 0.90, indicating good reliability (Hair et al., 1998).
In sum, both the factor structures and reliabilities explained that the final 32-item scale and its
eight factors had psychometric properties. Subsequently, the remaining 32 items on the eight
factors were implied to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).

Table 18. Results of explanatory factor analysis (EFA)
Factor
Boutique hotel physical environment
Reliability
loadings
F1: Location
0.80
Convenience
0.79
Assessible to destinations
0.73
/transportation/downtown areas
F2: Facility Aesthetics
0.90
Beauty of boutique hotels
0.74
Visually appealing interior/décor designs
0.79
Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
0.76
Visually appealing furniture
0.73
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
0.75
F3: Theme
Appealing hotel theme
Match with my interest or lifestyle

0.76

4.39

Variance
explained
15.40

3.73

11.67

3.71

11.59

Eigen-values

0.69
0.71

F4: Entertainment Programs/Facilities/Events
0.83
3.52
Engaging social gatherings with
0.80
employees or other guests
Appealing entertainment programs/
0.76
Facilities
Note: Only loading greater than .40 are shown; the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy = .94

11.01
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Table 18. Continued
Boutique hotel physical environment
F5: Amenities
Good in quality
Usefulness
Attractiveness
Neat bedding
Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
F6: Ambience
Cleanliness
Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
Harmonious background music
Agreeable scent/degree
Quality of temperature and ventilation
F7: Spatial Layout
Well-arranged layout
The furniture arrangement in public areas
Spacious-looking lobby areas
Spacious-looking room
Spacious-looking bathroom

Factor loadings

Reliability

Eigen-values

0.87

3.49

Variance
explained
10.91

0.88

2.23

6.97

0.81
0.79
0.64
0.70
0.74
0.76
0.80
0.77
0.70
0.68
0.73
0.87

1.86

5.82

0.73
0.72
0.65
0.70
0.71

Note: Only loading greater than .40 are shown; the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy = .94
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Table 18. Continued
Boutique hotel physical environment
F8: Employee Service
Good quality service
Neat and well-dressed employees
Warm and welcoming service
The knowledge to provide information
Secure service
Total Variance

Factor loadings

Reliability

Eigen-values

0.90

1.33

Variance
explained
4.71

0.78
0.70
0.74
0.73
0.80
0.77

Note: Only loading greater than .40 are shown; the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy = .94
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Table 19. Mean and Standard deviation of measurement items
Constructs

Mean

F1: Location
Convenience
Accessible to destinations/transportation/downtown areas
F2: Facility Aesthetics
Beauty of boutique hotels
Visually appealing interior/décor designs
Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
Visually appealing furniture (e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3: Theme
Appealing hotel theme
Match with my interest or lifestyle
F4: Entertainment Programs/Facilities/Events
Engaging social gatherings with employees or other guests
Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5: Amenities
Good in quality
Attractiveness
Usefulness
Neat bedding
Comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
F6: Ambience
Cleanliness
Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
Comfortable atmosphere lightings
Harmonious background music
Agreeable scent/degree
Quality of temperature and ventilation
F7: Spatial Layout
Well-arranged layout
The furniture arrangement in public areas
Spacious-looking lobby areas
Spacious-looking room
Spacious-looking bathroom

5.81
5.79
5.83
5.56
5.62
5.70
5.60
5.49
5.39
5.24
5.32
5.17
5.03
5.01
5.05
5.74
5.63
5.68
5.71
5.95
5.72
5.63
6.02
5.59
5.68
5.30
5.52
5.67
5.42
5.51
5.41
5.41
5.42
5.33
5.73
5.66
5.78
5.76
5.75
5.70

F8: Employee Service
Good quality service
Neat and well-dressed employees
Warm and welcoming service
The knowledge to provide information
Secure service

SD
1.18
1.18
1.18
1.19
1.18
1.22
1.12
1.26
1.39
1.45
1.41
1.13
1.14
1.18
1.10
1.17
1.09
1.26
1.22
1.37
1.16
1.22
1.21
1.19
1.31
1.28
1.45
1.28
1.21
1.18
1.22
1.25

Note: The items were measured with a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree).
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4.4. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The scale purification procedures rely on an iteration of CFA to verify the factor structure
in the proposed scale (e.g., Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). A 32-item with an eight-dimension CFA
model was estimated using AMOS 24. Several model fit indices were examined to assess the
goodness-of-fit of the constructs and scale items, including root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA), comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-lewis index (TLI), and normed fit
index (NFI). The results of the confirmatory factor model adequately indicated a good fit to the
data (RMSEA = 0.077; CFI = 0.91; TLI = 0.91; NFI = 0.90). Moreover, measurement equations
explained that the squared multiple correlations for all 32-item were acceptable levels, ranging
from 0.54 to 0.80.

4.5. Unidimensionality, Reliability, and Validity
The results of CFA also explained that the measurements were unidimensional since a set
of indicators shared only one underlying construct and the items were loaded as predicted with
minimal cross-loadings (Bollen, 1989). The results of Cronbach’s alpha estimates were acceptable,
ranging from 0.76 to 0.90 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). The standardized factor loadings of the
observed items on the latent constructs exceeded the minimum criterion of 0.40 (Ford et al., 1986),
ranging from 0.73 to 0.88. The item reliabilities represented the squared multiple correlations of
an individual indicator (Hair et al., 1998). In the current study, the item reliabilities were ranged
from 0.54 to 0.72, indicating acceptable levels (Hair et al., 1998). The composite reliabilities of
the constructs ranged from 0.79 to 0.91, indicating that exceeded the minimum criterion 0.60
(Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). The convergent validity in the factor structure was measured by determining
whether each indicator’s estimated maximum likely hood loading on the underlying construct
significant (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). As illustrated in Table 20., all confirmatory factor
loadings exceeded the minimum criterion, which means the convergent validity was significant
(Peter, 1981).
The average variance extracted (AVE) of all eight constructs exceeded the minimum
criterion of 0.5 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), ranging from 0.59 to 0.73. The AVE was also utilized
to estimate discriminant validity. As explained in Table 20., the lowest AVE (0.59) among other
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constructs exceeded the highest square of the estimated correlation between the associated
constructs, ranging from 0.13 to 0.41. Therefore, the discriminant validity was satisfied (Fornell
& Larcker, 1981). Table 20. presents the results.

Table 20. Results of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
Standardized
Factors
Item Reliability
factor loadings
F1: Location
Convenience
Assessible to destination/transportation
/downtown areas
F2: Facility Aesthetics
Beauty of boutique hotels
Visually appealing interior/décor designs
Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3: Theme
Appealing hotel theme
Match with my interest or lifestyle
F4: Entertainment Programs/Facilities/Events
Engaging social gatherings with employees
or other guests
Appealing entertainment programs/facilities

0.86

0.75

0.79

0.63

0.81
0.85
0.84
0.80
0.78
0.79
0.83

Cronbach's Composite
alpha
Reliabilities
0.80
0.81

AVE
0.68

0.90

0.91

0.67

0.76

0.79

0.66

0.66
0.73
0.72
0.65
0.62
0.63
0.70
0.83

0.83

0.70

0.88

0.80

0.84

0.73

Note: RMSEA = 0.077; CFI = 0.91; TLI = 0.91; NFI = 0.90
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Factors

Table 20. Continued
Standardized
Item Reliability
factor loadings

Composite
Reliabilities

AVE

0.87

0.88

0.59

0.62
0.63
0.56
0.58
0.58
0.88

0.90

0.60

0.87

0.90

0.63

0.90

0.90

0.63
0.65
0.62
0.60
0.56
0.58
0.54
0.63
0.68
0.70
0.65
0.65

0.66
0.63
0.70
0.65
0.68
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F5: Amenities
Good in quality
0.78
Usefulness
0.79
Attractiveness
0.75
Neat bedding
0.76
Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
0.76
F6: Ambience
Cleanliness
0.79
Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
0.80
Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
0.78
Harmonious background music
0.77
Agreeable scent/degree
0.75
Quality of temperature and ventilation
0.76
F7: Spatial Layout
Well-arranged layout
0.73
The furniture arrangement in public areas
0.79
Spacious-looking lobby areas
0.82
Spacious-looking room
0.83
Spacious-looking bathroom
0.80
F8: Employee Service
Good quality service
0.81
Neat and well-dressed employees
0.79
Warm and welcoming service
0.83
The knowledge to provide information
0.80
Secure service
0.82
Note: RMSEA = 0.077; CFI = 0.91; TLI = 0.91; NFI = 0.90

Cronbach's
alpha
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4.6. Nomological Validity/Predictive Validity
The importance of establishing nomological validity (e.g., Babin et al., 1994) and
predictive validity (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) have been explained in the literature. Hence, the
current study examined the nomological validity and predictive validity by estimating the eight
constructs regarding the physical environment of boutique hotels to be distinctively associated
with the factor which are supposed to be theoretically related to (Churchill, 1979). According to
the Mehrabian-Russell model (1974), the emotional status (e.g., pleasure and arousal) mediated
the relationship between the physical environment and individuals’ responses (e.g., behavioral
intention) toward the environment. Table 21. shows the intercorrelations between the eight
constructs of boutique hotels’ physical environment and three other constructs (i.e., pleasure,
arousal, and revisit intention) within the Mehrabian-Russell model (1974). As illustrated in Table
21., the correlations between all constructs were significant at the alpha .05 level. The correlations
presented that pleasure (0.68) played a more pivotal role than arousal (0.57) in determining revisit
intentions. Moreover, pleasure was highly correlated with amenities (0.67), followed by employee
service (0.66), ambience (0.63), and facility aesthetics (0.60). Arousal was most highly associated
with facility aesthetics (0.56) and entertainment (0.56), followed by theme (0.55), employee
service (0.55), amenities (0.54), and ambience (0.54). Since the coefficients of all constructs were
significant and positive, the nomological validity of the eight factors were supported.
To assess predicted validity of the eight factors, a measure of revisit intention was
employed as the criterion variable. Firstly, this study investigated regression analysis of constructs.
Overall, the eight constructs were significant toward revisit intentions at alpha level of .001. The
analysis suggested that the location toward revisit intention was significant (β = 0.67; t = 13.16).
Hence, the findings indicate that location was crucial factor to predict consumers’ revisit intention
toward boutique hotels. In addition, the path between facility aesthetics and revisit intention was
significant (β = 0.86; t = 18.75) and the path between theme and revisit intention (β = 0.80; t =
16.35) were also significant. Thus, the results asserted that when consumers consider to having
revisit intentions toward boutique hotels, facility aesthetics and theme are pivotal components. The
findings suggested that the path between entertainment and revisit intention was significant (β =
0.49; t = 10.71) and the path between amenities and revisit intention was significant (β = 0.96; t =
21.82) was also significant. From the results, we can predict consumers’ revisit intentions toward
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boutique hotels based on the entertainment programs/facilities/events and amenities. In addition,
the path between ambience and revisit intention (β = 0.89; t = 17.22) and the path between spatial
layout and revisit intention (β = 0.73; t = 16.51) showed significant. That is, boutique hotels’
ambience and spatial layout are important factors which estimate consumers’ revisit intentions
regarding boutique hotels. Lastly, the path between employee service and revisit intention (β =
0.91; t = 17.65) was also significant. Therefore, the employee service factor was a crucial
component that predicts consumers’ revisit intentions. In sum, the findings of eight constructs
showed that they were meaningful factors to predict consumers’ behavioral intention toward
boutique hotels. Table 22. presents the results of regression analysis.
Secondly, factor scores were also examined to check predictive validity. The results of
regression analysis of factor scores indicated that all factor scores were significant at the alpha .05
level. Specifically, the analysis indicated that the location toward revisit intention (β = 0.24; t =
6.57) was significant. That is, location was important components to estimate consumers’
behavioral intentions. Moreover, the path between facility aesthetics and revisit was significant (β
= 0.36; t = 9.84) the relationship between theme and revisit intention (β = 0.35; t = 9.54) were also
significant. Hence, the facility aesthetics and theme were proved pivotal components to predict
behavioral intentions. Furthermore, the relationship between entertainment and revisit intention (β
= 0.19; t = 4.87) and the path between amenities and revisit intention (β = 0.60; t = 16.53) showed
significant. In other words, entertainment and amenities of boutique hotels are meaningful factors
regarding revisit intentions toward boutique hotels. The path between ambience and revisit
intention (β = 0.44; t = 11.97) and the path between spatial layout and revisit intention (β = 0.22; t
= 6.11) were significant. Lastly, the relationship between employee service and revisit intention
(β = 0.46; t = 12.69) was also significant. That is, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service
factors were important constructs to predict consumers’ intentions to revisit boutique hotels. The
detailed findings are presented in Table 23.

Construct
1 Location

1

Table 21. Correlations among the latent constructs
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

11

1

2 Facility aesthetics

0.47

1

3 Theme

0.41

0.58

1

4 Entertainment

0.36

0.52

0.52

1

5 Amenities

0.57

0.53

0.57

0.56

1

6 Ambience

0.55

0.64

0.62

0.52

0.53

1

7 Spatial layout

0.41

0.53

0.50

0.55

0.52

0.55

1

8 Employee service

0.55

0.56

0.44

0.40

0.50

0.58

0.55

1

9 Pleasure

0.51

0.60

0.57

0.55

0.67

0.63

0.52

0.66

1

10 Arousal

0.34

0.56

0.55

0.56

0.54

0.54

0.49

0.55

0.50

1

0.58

0.42

0.68

0.61

0.58

0.63

0.68

0.57

11 Revisit Intention
0.50
0.60
Note: All correlations are significant at p = .05

1
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F1:
F2:
F3:
F4:
F5:
F6:
F7:
F8:

Table 22. Results of Regression Analysis of Constructs
Standardized
S.E.
C.R.
path coefficient
Revisit
→
Location
0.67
0.05
13.16
intentions
Facility
Revisit
→
0.86
0.05
18.75
aesthetics
intentions
Revisit
→
Theme
0.80
0.04
16.35
intentions
Revisit
→
Entertainment
0.49
0.05
10.71
intentions
Revisit
→
Amenities
0.96
0.05
21.82
intentions
Revisit
→
Ambience
0.89
0.05
17.22
intentions
Revisit
→
Spatial layout
0.73
0.04
16.51
intentions
Employee
Revisit
→
0.91
0.05
17.65
service
intentions

P-value
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
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F1:
F2:
F3:
F4:
F5:
F6:
F7:
F8:

Table 23. Results of Regression Analysis of Factor Scores
Standardized
S.E.
C.R.
path coefficient
Revisit
→
Location
0.24
0.04
6.57
intentions
Facility
Revisit
→
0.36
0.04
9,84
aesthetics
intentions
Revisit
→
Theme
0.35
0.04
9.54
intentions
Revisit
Entertainment →
0.19
0.04
4.87
intentions
Revisit
→
Amenities
0.60
0.04
16.53
intentions
Revisit
→
Ambience
0.44
0.04
11.97
intentions
Revisit
Spatial layout →
0.22
0.04
6.11
intentions
Employee
→ Revisit
0.46
0.04
12.69
service
intentions

P-value
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

This study contributed to the development of boutique hotels’ physical environment
measurements adopting Churchill’s (1979) scale development procedure. This study was
conducted by following the five steps: (1) qualitative inquiry; (2) generate initial pool items; (3)
content adequacy assessment; (4) questionnaire administration; and (5) scale purification. This
study also explored a valid and reliable set of scales for evaluating of physical environment in
boutique hotel service settings. Based on the results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis, an
eight-scale item was identified the following factors: location, facility aesthetics, theme,
entertainment programs/facilities/events, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee
service. Furthermore, nomological validity and predictive validity were explored based on the
Mehrabian-Russell model. The results indicated that the scale items were verified for evaluating
boutique hotel service settings. According to the results, Chapter 5 will provide key findings,
theoretical implications, practical implications, study limitations, and recommendations for future
research.

5.1. Discussion of Key Findings
This study developed scale items to evaluate the physical environment and peoples’
surroundings at boutique hotels. The results indicate that the boutique hotel scale is a valid and
reliable measure of the physical environment from the perspectives of experts and consumers’.
Based on the results of the study, there are eight item scales which can be employed to
evaluate boutique hotel environments. They included the following: Location, facility aesthetics,
theme, entertainment programs/facilities/event, spatial layout, and employee service.
The results are particularly significant because this is the first study to recommend a
reliable and valid scale which can be implied to measure consumers’ perceptions of physical
environments at boutique hotels. Moreover, the scale items were verified using nomological
validity and predictive validity based on M-R model. Based on the results, the eight items are
significantly connected with emotions (i.e., pleasure and arousal), and pleasure was more
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distinctively correlated to intentions to revisit than arousal. Furthermore, the eight dimensions also
explained travelers’ intentions to revisit boutique hotels.
From a theoretical perspective, the availability of the instrument will further enhance
empirical research examining physical environment and its impacts on image, emotions or feelings,
consumer satisfaction, perception of the service quality, and behavioral intentions or behavior (e.g.,
approach/avoidance responses).
For practical purpose, this study will offer a concise multiple-item scale with acceptable
validity and reliability; boutique hotels can apply to achieve better understanding of how guests
perceive the quality of the environments at boutique hotels. Therefore, the findings can be used
not only to evaluate the physical environments of boutique hotels but also to improve boutique
hotels’ physical environments. Furthermore, since many of guests at boutique hotels care about
physical environments, physical environment is crucial to attract more travelers.

5.2. Theoretical Implications
This study has many theoretical implications. First, the primary academic contribution of
this study is that the availability of the measurements may stimulate significant empirical research
concerning physical environments. The boutique hotel is a new market in the hotel industry, and
thus it is still misunderstood even in academia. However, this study suggests a crucial tool, the
scale of physical environment of boutique hotels, to facilitate research.
Second, the boutique hotel environment scale encapsulates unique characteristics,
particularly, the importance of facility aesthetics, theme, and entertainment in hotel settings. There
are several existing scales, including LODGERV and HOLSERV, to evaluate lodging service
settings. However, none of the existing scales incorporate theme and entertainment
programs/facilities/events into hotel service settings. Therefore, this study discovered significantly
new constructs which can be used to assess the physical environments of boutique hotels.
Third, the boutique hotel environment scale can be applied to investigating the
relationships among the scale items, including emotional responses and behaviors (i.e., approach
and avoidance responses) in boutique hotels. For example, researchers can explore how the
dimensions of the physical environment influence consumers’ intentions to revisit through
emotions.
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5.3. Practical Implications
This study has significant implications for boutique hotel owners and managers. First, from
a practical perspective, the boutique hotel scale is a 32-item scale with acceptable reliability and
validity. The development of the scale was investigated with both a qualitative analysis, including
interviews of boutique hotel managers and guests, and with a valid quantitative analysis.
According to the results of the valid scale, the uncovered dimensions were eight dimensions which
include

the

following:

Location,

facility

aesthetics,

theme,

entertainment

programs/facilities/events, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service.
Second, this study found that significantly new elements, such as theme and entertainment,
are the dimensions of physical environments of boutique hotels. In other words, none of the
existing physical environment scales captured theme or entertainment programs/facilities/events
because these elements are distinctively unique characteristics of boutique hotels. Unlike in other
hotel service settings, each boutique hotel has a theme (e.g., music, arts/gallery, sports, etc.) and
the architecture is designed based on the theme. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate whether the
boutique hotel theme appeals to guests and whether the hotel theme corresponds with guests’
interests or lifestyles. Moreover, entertainment is also pivotal because boutique hotels’
entertainment encourages consumers to enjoy their stay more. Therefore, it is essential to assess
whether the entertainment is engaging or welcoming and whether the entertainment
programs/facilities/events enable guests to socially engage with other guests or employees.
Third, although the fundamental concepts of other constructs (i.e., location, facility
aesthetics, amenities, ambience, spatial layout, and employee service) tend to be resemble existing
physical environment scales, the detailed items of each constructs are different. For example,
facility aesthetics are important in upscale restaurants because of the luxurious atmosphere; this
does not apply hotel service settings. Although LODGSERV assesses “décor reflects concept” and
HOLSERV evaluates “visually appealing facilities and materials” under the construct of
“tangibles,” the scales do not exclusively consider facility aesthetics to be a component. However,
this study asserted “facility aesthetics” as a crucial element which explains the traits of boutique
hotels. Specifically, facility aesthetics create the beauty of “boutique hotels,” “visually appealing
interior/décor designs,” “visually appealing exterior/décor designs,” “visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.),” and “appealing arts/paintings/crafts.” Moreover, this study captured
the role of background music in harmonizing with the boutique hotel service settings this is
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different from existing scales, which assess “pleasing background music.” Furthermore, none of
the past physical environment studies evaluated amenities as an element; they instead used the
term “equipment” under “tangibles” construct. However, this study discovered that amenities are
important in boutique hotel service settings. The attractiveness of amenities is crucial and therefore
needed to be evaluated based on the results. In other words, consumers in boutique hotels attuned
not only to the function of amenities, but also to their design. Furthermore, SERVICESCAPE
addressed “spatial layout” in restaurant service settings, including items such as “easy to get where
guests want to go,” “easy to food service,” “easy to get to guest seat,” and “easy to get to the
restrooms.” DINESCAPE measures layout and, includes items such as, “enough space seating
arrangement,” “feel less crowded seating arrangement,” and “easy to move around layout.”
However, this study used “spacious-looking lobby areas,” “spacious-looking rooms,” and
“spacious-looking bathroom” as new items. Therefore, owners and managers of boutique hotels
can apply the detailed items of the physical environment scale to appeal more to guests.
Fourth, boutique hotels can also apply dimension scores to bench mark their own previous
scores or the scores of major competitors. Boutique hotels can analyze both strengths and
weaknesses and understand what elements of the hotel should be improved. Moreover, owners or
those who plan to invest money in boutique hotels can apply the physical environment scales to
assess whether boutique hotels are worth the investment.
Fifth, boutique hotels can incorporate designs to enhance pleasure and arousal and to
increase travelers’ intentions to revisit. According to the results, the nomological validity and
predictive validity demonstrate that the eight dimensions significantly influenced guests’
intentions to revisit boutique hotels through emotions (i.e., pleasure and arousal). For example, in
the current study, amenities, employee service, ambience, and facility aesthetics exclusively
correlated with pleasure, while facility aesthetics, entertainment, theme, employee service,
amenities, and ambience correlated with arousal. Hence, this study found that the physical
environments of boutique hotels are related to consumers’ emotions (i.e., pleasure and arousal),
and that positive emotions lead consumers to develop favorable impressions and intentions to
revisit. In other words, it may be essential to enhance boutique hotel guests’ pleasure and attract
more guests using physical environments.
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The boutique hotel environment scale has various potential applications for researchers and
boutique hotels to achieve a better understanding of guests’ perceptions of the physical
environment.

5.4. Limitations and Future Research
Although this study recommended important theoretical and practical implications, it is
impossible to be free from some limitations. First, as with any scale development study,
researchers and practitioners must use the boutique hotel scale with an important caution when
applying the scale to other types of hotel contexts or certain types of boutique hotels. Specifically,
this study was intended to include a broad range of elements of boutique hotels’ physical
environments. The scale measurements may be modified for better evaluations of the physical
environments for unique types of boutique hotels. For example, some luxury boutique hotels
include entertainment facilities but do not enhance gusts’ social gatherings. Those guests prefer to
enjoy entertainment facilities while keeping their privacy rather than mingling with other guests.
Second, this study collected data using online survey method to measure the physical
environment scale. The online survey utilized in the study was distributed experienced business
travelers because majority of guests stay at boutique hotels for business trips. However, it may not
fully apply to the population distribution. For instance, leisure travelers may have different
perspectives to business travelers’ regarding physical environments. The scale items may need to
be modified to measure boutique hotels’ physical environments from leisure travelers’
perspectives. Therefore, the future research may need to study leisure travelers’ perspectives.
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS

Illustrative comments
Boutique Hotel A

Manager

Guests

 We think boutique hotel means small size hotel with offering unique
experience. It is different from branded chain hotels. All the interior
designs or décor are special, and only one… We are unique as you see the
interior designs/décor, different from big chain hotel. This location is
convenient for reaching attractions, convention center, and public
transportation. We are in the middle of the downtown.
 Our interior design is based on sports. So, gusts can even play sports
games in the hotel, and we also have a game room. So, they can play
games and board games while having some drinks. We have good views
from rooms and top floor lounge...have several meeting rooms.
 We have a lot of business travelers, and most of them come back to our
hotel.
 We invite people to have speech, and anyone can attend. Even though they
are not stay in our hotel...have events like music concerts are going on
each week or several times in a month.
 We have a lobby and as you see there are big tables, many chairs, and
sofas. Guest can read new papers using the lights on the tables, have a
meeting here. If gusts want to use this area for private meetings or events,
we can separate the place and set up anything they want, like food and
beverage. They can use any spaces flexible in the hotel. The rooms and
even bathrooms are spacious or look spacious. We consider the spatial
designs as well.
 We would like to provide personalized service, and any facilities or rooms
in the hotel will be special because it is only one.
 I am staying here for my business trip…conventions...sports events.
I feel comfortable, and unique. I enjoy staying here. The rooms are pretty
spacious… and I like the interior designs in the bathroom.
 I like the designs, cool facilities, and it is very unique.
 Good location, the price is reasonable, not so expensive. Also, it is not like
big chain hotels.
 Since the boutique hotel is a small size, I feel like I get more personalized
care than in big hotels.
 I really enjoy the architecture, designs here. It captures my eyes.
Amenities are good quality, everything that I need here.
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Illustrative comments
Boutique Hotel B

Manager

Guests

 This hotel locates in downtown, easy to access anywhere like convention
center. Our interior design is luxury/modern, and unique. All the interior
designs or décor are special.
 We want our gusts feel more cared and comfortable during their business trips.
 The interior designs or arts are from local artists… different from big chain
hotel. We have our own characteristics.
 We have some events in each month, we try to make gusts to more enjoy
during their stay.
 We have meeting rooms for big groups and small meeting rooms as well.
 Guests want to be relaxed, especially after their meetings. So, we try to offer
home away home feeling with unique experiences. Offer personalized service,
and luxury facilities or well- designed rooms in the hotel will be special. Hope
they enjoy our boutique hotel.
 Business trips, sports games…. leisure.
 The location is good, I can go most places easily.
 I had a short meeting at the lounge, lobby areas… Good place to have meeting
or chat. Meeting room as well.
 Feel comfortable, and unique. Not prefer big chain hotels. People here make
me feel more care. I enjoy staying here.

Boutique Hotel C

Manager

Guests

 This location is convenient for reaching public transportations, convention
center. Our hotel is small size, so we can offer personalized service to our
guests.
 Most of our gusts are business travelers, and a lot of them come back to our
hotel… Most of the employees know each guest… friendly atmosphere.
 Our interior design is kind of modern and try to make home feelings to our
guests…unique as you see the interior designs/décor, different from big chain
hotel.
 We have good views at the roof top lounge…meeting rooms. We also have
events at the roof top lounge, especially in summer. Like music concerts will
be going on, and people who are not guests even can join here.
 We offer friendly, personalized service.
 We have many business travelers and some leisure travelers.
 Guests want to have meetings and be relaxed. Also, they expect special
experience during their stay.
 Room looks spacious, like interior design of the bathroom as well.
 I feel comfortable, and unique. Not prefer big chain hotels. People here make
me feel more care. I enjoyed some entertainment facilities here.
 I like the service, designs, atmosphere, and facilities... looks special.
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Illustrative comments
Boutique Hotel D

Manager

Guests

 We think boutique hotel means small size hotel not like box hotels (brand
hotels) and offering unique experience. The interior designs or décor are
special, and anything we offer is special. You cannot find the same one in
other places.
 This hotel is located near public transportations, attractions, and convention
center. From the lobby, our interior designs/décor occur unique
atmosphere, and this hotel is themed mostly for men. So, even the curtain,
the materials are same as using for men’s suits. The designer tried to
make the atmosphere for men, but also designed some parts for women.
The building has a history, we renovated.
 In the lobby areas, we put many sofas and books, also there is a bar lounge
in the behind this lobby. So, try to make comfortable atmosphere.
 We are unique as you see the interior designs/décor, different from big
chain hotel… good views from rooms…several meeting rooms.
 There are some events in the hotel for each month. It really depends on the
weather or the situations.
 We have a private lounge area. We can set up for food and beverage for the
guests who book this place.
 For many reasons. They are business travelers, and some people come here
for sports games…many of our guests are men.
 We would like to provide personalized service and try to make everything
is unique for our guests. Our gusts want unique experiences.
 We try to offer friendly and personalized service.
 The price is reasonable, and convenient location. Staffs here are friendly.
 I like to stay in the boutique hotel. It’s not too big, and I feel the staffs are
friendly. I like the designs and atmosphere here. It’s interesting.
 I like the architecture and designs…. amenities are good quality.
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Illustrative comments
Boutique Hotel E

Manager

Guests

 We think boutique hotel means small size hotel not like big chain
hotels...offers unique experience because of many reasons... one important
thing is the architectural designs.
 This hotel is closed to public transportations, and easy to reach attractions
or convention center. This building is old, so we renovated.
 The interior designs/décor occur unique atmosphere, and this hotel is
themed boutique, arts. You can see arts/photos anywhere in the hotel. All
the arts are from local artists.
 We have many business travelers, and some people come here for leisure....
many of our guests are male travelers.
 In the lobby areas, we try to make gusts to feel comfortable, put many sofas
and tables. Also, we considered the interior designs look spacious because
even though the hotel size is small, guests still like spacious rooms.
 We are special as you see the interior designs/décor, different from big
chain hotel.
 We have good views from the rooms...several meeting rooms...there are
some events in the hotel for each month. We try to offer personalized
service and unique experience.
 I came here for my business trip with my colleagues… I think the room
rate is inexpensive, and like the uniqueness here.
 I think the staffs are very friendly… it is my second visit.
 I enjoyed some entertainment here and lounge areas…. they have some
events, and it is interesting. I think I like here more than big chain hotels. I
like to have special experiences.

APPENDIX B. RESULTS OF CORRELATION MATRIX OF SCALE ITEMS

F1:
F2:

F3:

L1

L2

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation/downtown areas

1
0.722

1

F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture (e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts

0.557
0.469
0.354
0.439
0.381

T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with employees
F4:
or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005

FC1

FC2

0.418
0.344
0.276
0.364
0.367

1
0.62
0.587
0.633
0.582

1
0.733
0.629
0.635

0.492
0.279

0.347
0.242

0.501
0.493

0.495
0.484

0.325

0.378

0.463

0.396

0.273
0.507
0.542
0.511
0.523

0.284
0.559
0.540
0.501
0.472

0.466
0.507
0.534
0.516
0.469

0.545
0.554
0.512
0.455
0.430

0.507

0.400

0.521

0.456
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F6:

F7:

F8:

L1

L2

FC1

FC2

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room

0.493
0.483
0.509
0.407
0.448
0.419
0.481
0.408
0.291
0.338

0.443
0.523
0.472
0.326
0.249
0.342
0.486
0.473
0.338
0.341

0.524
0.547
0.523
0.472
0.472
0.502
0.565
0.495
0.417
0.484

0.482
0.562
0.479
0.512
0.555
0.476
0.532
0.519
0.597
0.514

SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom

0.313

0.341

0.438

0.499

ES1: Good quality service

0.477

0.532

0.562

0.468

ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service

0.515
0.516

0.485
0.486

0.449
0.495

0.524
0.466

ES4: The knowledge to provide information

0.515

0.398

0.423

0.609

ES5: Secure service

0.509

0.550

0.546

0.536

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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FC3
L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
1
F4: Visually appealing furniture
0.659
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
0.578
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
0.492
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
0.485
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with employees
F4:
0.348
or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
0.497
F5:
A1: Good in quality
0.427
A2: Usefulness
0.520
A3: Attractiveness
0.511
A4: Neat bedding
0.392
A5: Comfortable furniture
0.476
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005

FC4

FC5

T1

0.676
0.507
0.471

1
0.474
0.511

1
0.657

0.514

0.539

0.517

0.491
0.508
0.542
0.546
0.456

0.490
0.571
0.502
0.509
0.509

0.519
0.512
0.484
0.516
0.426

0.573

0.394

0.443

F1:

1
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F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public
areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom
ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide information
ES5: Secure service

FC3

FC4

FC5

T1

0.437
0.533
0.449
0.398
0.477
0.448
0.489

0.452
0.566
0.541
0.567
0.565
0.549
0.547

0.390
0.515
0.581
0.597
0.528
0.555
0.464

0.473
0.560
0.504
0.504
0.471
0.462
0.587

0.435

0.498

0.597

0.477

0.494
0.509
0.441
0.387
0.458
0.472
0.538
0.437

0.436
0.564
0.539
0.391
0.365
0.553
0.457
0.578

0.507
0.479
0.508
0.486
0.399
0.508
0.466
0.510

0.399
0.457
0.488
0.468
0.350
0.449
0.401
0.432

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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T2
F1:

F2:

EN1

EN2

A1

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts

F3:

T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with
F4:
employees or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment
programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk,
table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005

1
0.534

1

0.484

0.513

1

0.488
0.496
0.547
0.377

0.503
0.493
0.538
0.354

0.477
0.528
0.504
0.295

1
0.757
0.697
0.641

0.471

0.334

0.365

0.668
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F6:

F7:

F8:

T2

EN1

EN2

A1

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and
ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public
areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room

0.433
0.536
0.530
0.530
0.505

0.365
0.446
0.441
0.525
0.387

0.395
0.452
0.356
0.424
0.390

0.550
0.474
0.496
0.558
0.449

0.557

0.390

0.335

0.500

0.472

0.465

0.459

0.537

0.541

0.480

0.476

0.483

0.488
0.507

0.413
0.512

0.533
0.562

0.534
0.536

SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom

0.498

0.520

0.511

0.462

ES1: Good quality service

0.349

0.386

0.385

0.551

ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees

0.280

0.263

0.434

0.508

ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide
information
ES5: Secure service

0.448

0.399

0.395

0.545

0.396

0.347

0.427

0.549

0.512

0.481

0.440

0.471

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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A2
L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with
F4:
employees or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
1
A3: Attractiveness
0.712
A4: Neat bedding
0.635
A5: Comfortable furniture (e.g., bed, desk,
0.608
table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005

A3

A4

1
0.607

1

0.571

0.617

A5

F1:

1
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F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere
lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and
ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public
areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom
ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide
information
ES5: Secure service

A2

A3

A4

A5

0.5
0.504

0.465
0.539

0.546
0.459

0.464
0.536

0.527

0.565

0.536

0.546

0.506
0.574

0.513
0.507

0.471
0.387

0.441
0.53

0.464

0.437

0.546

0.529

0.49

0.479

0.5

0.475

0.449

0.513

0.483

0.404

0.514
0.484
0.474
0.507
0.502
0.469

0.402
0.504
0.527
0.545
0.514
0.561

0.343
0.35
0.415
0.528
0.467
0.481

0.305
0.48
0.471
0.462
0.548
0.501

0.535

0.489

0.472

0.524

0.495

0.569

0.501

0.524

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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AM1

AM2

AM3

AM4

F1:

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with employees
F4:
or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1

AM2

AM3

AM4

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere
lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and
ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public
areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom

1
0.632

1

0.605

0.66

1

0.569
0.647

0.562
0.609

0.545
0.643

1
0.604

0.58

0.581

0.633

0.555

0.484

0.416

0.507

0.493

0.529

0.495

0.465

0.548

0.36
0.492
0.458

0.473
0.505
0.529

0.309
0.493
0.475

0.485
0.419
0.534

ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide
information
ES5: Secure service

0.425
0.487
0.520

0.453
0.580
0.488

0.543
0.420
0.523

0.466
0.400
0.433

0.538

0.445

0.509

0.452

0.487

0.494

0.473

0.463

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

AM5

AM6

SL1

SL2

F1:

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with employees
F4:
or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

AM5
F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and
ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public
areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom
ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide
information
ES5: Secure service

AM6

SL1

SL2

1
0.623

1

0.500

0.459

1

0.422

0.437

0.558

1

0.361
0.409
0.446
0.386
0.406
0.46

0.336
0.502
0.503
0.459
0.419
0.563

0.368
0.470
0.471
0.567
0.565
0.508

0.645
0.626
0.638
0.463
0.503
0.372

0.561

0.552

0.543

0.420

0.520

0.548

0.460

0.372

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

SL3

SL4

SL5

ES1

F1:

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with
F4:
employees or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs
/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom
ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
ES4: The knowledge to provide information
ES5: Secure service

SL3

SL4

SL5

ES1

1
0.655
0.591
0.456
0.423
0.447
0.366
0.458

1
0.739
0.417
0.500
0.376
0.444
0.437

1
0.422
0.497
0.392
0.435
0.436

1
0.689
0.703
0.653
0.626

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

ES2

ES3

ES4

ES5

F1:

L1: Convenience
L2: Assessible to destinations/transportation
/downtown areas
F2:
F1: Beauty of boutique hotels
F2: Visually appealing interior/décor designs
F3: Visually appealing exterior/décor designs
F4: Visually appealing furniture
(e.g., chair, table, desk, etc.)
F5: Appealing arts/paintings/crafts
F3:
T1: Appealing hotel theme
T2: Match with my interest or lifestyle
EN1: Engaging social gatherings with employees
F4:
or other guests
EN2: Appealing entertainment programs/facilities
F5:
A1: Good in quality
A2: Usefulness
A3: Attractiveness
A4: Neat bedding
A5: Comfortable furniture
(e.g., bed, desk, table, chairs, and sofas)
Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX B. CONTINUED

ES2
F6:

F7:

F8:

AM1: Cleanliness
AM2: Warm/stylish atmosphere colors
AM3: Comfortable atmosphere lightnings
AM4: Harmonious background music
AM5: Agreeable scent/degree
AM6: Quality of temperature and ventilation
SL1: Well-arranged layout
SL2: The furniture arrangement in public areas
SL3: Spacious-looking lobby areas
SL4: Spacious-looking room
SL5: Spacious-looking bathroom
ES1: Good quality service
ES2: Neat and well-dressed employees
1
ES3: Warm and welcoming service
0.633
ES4: The knowledge to provide
0.632
information
ES5: Secure service
0.644

ES3

ES4

ES5

1
0.642

1

0.703

0.587

1

Note: All correlations are significant at P = .005
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APPENDIX C. SURVEY
Dear Participants,
We are conducting a research project to investigate A scale of boutique hotel
environments. Boutique hotels refer to small hotels and have unique characteristics
(e.g., architectural designs, theme, entertainment, etc..), which are differentiated from
homogeneous big chain hotels. The results of this study would contribute significantly to
the marketing strategies of Boutique hotels for hotel managers and marketers.
The participants of this survey should be 18 years or older, and residents of the United
States. Participation in this survey is voluntary, anonymous, and the participants can stop
at any time if necessary. Furthermore, the participants can skip any questions that, they
do not want to answer. It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete the enclosed
survey.
All responses will be kept anonymous and confidential. Also, we will not use responses
for other purposes. Once again, we hope that you understand that your help is critical to
the success of this research. If you have any questions or need further information
regarding this survey, please contact Dr. SooCheong (Shawn) Jang or Hwijin Jeon.
Sincerely,
SooCheong (Shawn) Jang, Ph.D.
Professor
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
Email: jang12@purdue.edu
Phone: (765) 496-3610
Hwijin Jeon
MS student
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management
Email: jeon46@purdue.edu
Phone: (765) 490-8566

If you are ready to participate in this survey, please check ‘Yes, I agree’. If you do not want to
participate in this survey, please check ‘No, I do not agree’.
1)

Yes, I agree.

→ continue

2)

No, I do not agree.

→ stop
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Screening Question
Please answer the following question.
Have you stayed in a boutique hotel for business trips within the past six months (from October
2017 to March 2018)?
1)

Yes

→ continue

2)

No

→ stop

Please answer the following questions based on your most recent experience in boutique
hotels where you have stayed before.
Section 1. These statements refer to your perception of the physical environments of the
boutique hotel in your most recent experience. How would you rate the hotel for its attributes?
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by checking
the option you prefer. (A 7-point Likert scale; 1 = Strongly disagree; 7 = Strongly agree)


Location
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The location of the boutique hotel is convenient.















It is easy to access





























destinations/transportation/downtown areas.
It is easy to find the hotel (e.g., symbol, direction
signs, etc.)


Facility aesthetics
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The boutique hotel looked beautiful.















I enjoyed the facility aesthetics.















The boutique hotel’s interior design/décor was





























visually appealing.
The boutique hotel’s exterior design/décor was
visually appealing.
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The furniture was visually appealing (e.g., chair,











































table, desk, etc.).
The arts/paintings/crafts in the boutique hotel were
appealing.
The plants or flowers were beautiful.


Theme
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree





























The hotel theme was reflected in its interior/exterior 













The hotel theme was appealing (e.g., historic/art
gallery, sports/games, etc.).
The hotel theme matched with my interest or
lifestyle.
designs, products, or themed-oriented activities.


Entertainment programs/facilities/events
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree















The entertainment programs/facilities enabled me to 









































The entertainment in the boutique hotel was
engaging/welcoming.
engage in social gatherings (e.g., employees, other
guests).
The entertainment programs/facilities were
appealing (e.g., rooftop pool, cocktail lounge, etc.).
The events held at entertainment facilities were
interesting (e.g., live music concert, flower
arrangement, etc.)
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Amenities
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The amenities were good in quality.















The amenities looked attractive.















The amenities were useful.















The bedding looked neat.















The bed/desk/table/chairs/sofas in the room enabled





























me to stay comfortably.
There were a full set of amenities in the
room/bathroom (e.g., bathroom amenities, a
minibar, etc.)


Ambience
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The atmosphere in the hotel was relaxing.















The atmosphere in the hotel made me comfortable.















The atmosphere in the hotel made me feel good.















The boutique hotel was clean.















The colors used in the boutique hotel elicited a















The lighting created a comfortable atmosphere.















The background music harmonized with the















The scent/level in the boutique hotel was agreeable.















The temperature and ventilation created a















warm or stylish atmosphere.

atmosphere.

comfortable atmosphere.
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Spatial layout
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The spatial layout looked well arranged.















There was a smooth traffic flow from the front desk





























The lobby areas looked spacious.















The room looked spacious.















The bathroom looked spacious.















to the elevators.
The furniture arrangement in the room/public areas
looked spacious.



Employee service
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

The employees offered good quality service.















The employee service gave me home away from















The employees were neat and well-dressed.















The employees were warm and welcoming.















The employees have the knowledge to provide











































home feelings.

information (e.g., hotel facilities, shopping,
attractions, etc.)
There were an adequate number of employees to
accommodate my stay.
The provided service by the employees made me
feel secure.
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Section 2. These ask about your emotions regarding pleasure in your most recent experience
in the boutique hotel. Please check the option which most appropriately represents the extent to
which you are more inclined toward on adjectives than another on each line.
Very Much

Very

Somewhat

Somewhat

Very

Very Much

inclined

inclined

inclined

to left

to left

to left

inclined

inclined

inclined

to right

to right

to right

Unhappy















Happy

Annoyed















Pleased

Dissatisfied















Satisfied

Bored















Entertained

Disappointed















Delighted

Neutral

Section 3. These ask about your emotions regarding arousal in your most recent experience
in the boutique hotel. Please check the option which most appropriately represents the extent to
which you are more inclined toward on adjectives than another on each line.
Very Much

Very

Somewhat

inclined

inclined

inclined

Somewhat

Very

Very Much

inclined

inclined

inclined

to left

to left

to left

to right

to right

to right

Depressed















Cheerful

Calm















Excited

Passive















Active

Relaxed















Stimulated

Listless















Energetic

Lethargic















Alive

Neutral

Section 4. These statements refer to behavioral intention in your most recent experience in the
boutique hotel. For the following questions, please check the number that best represents your
impressions regarding the boutique hotel. (A 7-point Likert scale; 1 = Strongly disagree; 7 =
Strongly agree)
Strongly

Neutral

Strongly

Disagree
If I were going to another business trip, I would
desire to revisit the boutique hotel.





Agree
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I would give a positive review to others (e.g., family,





























friends, etc.).
I would recommend the boutique hotel to other
people (e.g., family, friends, etc.).

Section 5. Please answer the following questions based on your background.
5-1. What is your gender?
1)

Female

2)

Male

5-2. What is your ethnic background?
1)

African American

2)

Asian

3)

Caucasian

4)

Hispanic

5)

Native American

6)

Two or more of these

7)

Other, please specify:

5-3. What is your age?
________________ years old

5-4. How many years of working experience do you have?
Less than
1 year
Working
experience

1 - 2 years

3 - 5 years

6 - 9 years

10 - 15 years

15 + years
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5-5. What is the highest level of education that you have completed?
1)

Lower than High school

2)

High School or equivalent

3)

2 Year College

4)

4 Year College or University

5)

Master’s Degree (MS)

6)

Doctoral Degree (PhD)

7)

Professional Degree (MD, JD, etc.)

8)

Other

5-6. What is your annual household’s income before taxes, in U.S. dollars?
1)

Less than $40,000

2)

$40,000 ~ $59,999

3)

$60,000 ~ $79,999

4)

$80,000 ~ $99,999

5)

$100,000 ~ $149,999

6)

$150,000 ~ $199,999

7)

$200,000 or above

Thank you! 😊

